LIST OF TOURIST ATTRACTIONS (INVENTORY) OF THE TOURIST TRIANGLE NAŁĘCZÓW – PUŁAWY – KAZIMIERZ DOLNY

The Tourist Ornithological Route includes the
Valley of Wieprz (C ommunes of Baranów, Puławy
and Żyrzyn), the Valley of Vistula (Commune of
Puławy) as well as the Duży Ług Lake (Commune
of Markuszów). In the village the route has the
form of a loop, with beginning and end in the
Village of Baranów. Ornithological ambushes are
at the characteristic bends of the river Wieprz.
Length of the route is ca. 22,5 km.

ul. Rynek 14 24-105
Baranów
gmina@gminabaranow.
pl
www.szlakornitologiczny
.pl
tel. (81) 22 222 222

X

Ostoja pod Czarną Piłą –
Tourist Farm , Pottery
Workshops , hotelfor
horses – Piotr Białek

The Tourist Farm is situated in the village of
Czołna near Baranów, is an ideal tourist
accommodation for sightseeing in the Region of
Lublin. Those who need rest can enjoy space,
silence and wonderful rural climate. It is an ideal
area for people who love walking, cycling tours,

Ostoja pod Czarną Piłą
Czołna 54, Baranów 24105
kontakt@twojaostoja.pl
www.twojaostoja.pl
tel. 793 667 949

X

BARANÓW
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Tourist Ornithological
Route in Commune of
Baranów

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

ul. Rynek 3, 24-105
Baranów tel. (81) 88340-40
gmina@gminabaranow.
pl
www.parafia.gminabara
now.pl

Health and
beauty

St. John the Baptist’s church, located in Baranów
comes from the second half of 18th century and
was designed by Józef Gringenberg. There are 7
baroque altars in the temple, as well as 2 vestries
at the chancel. In the main altar there is the
painting of Our Lady of Częstochowa, and on the
bolt-of St John the Baptist, patron saint of the
church. The church can be visited for tourist
purposes after it has been agreed upon on the
phone.

Active

Parish Church in
Baranów
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angling and canoeing.
The Tradition Chamber
in Baranów

Communal Culture
Center in Baranów

The Farm „Alkierz”

JANOWIEC

The Tradition Chamber is in the Gminnym
Centrum Kultury w Baranowie. For many years
Baranów was a significant pottery center that
was known already in the second half of 18th
century. As early as before the outbreak of World
War I in the village there were ca. 40 workshops.
One of the compartments was adapted to be a
rural chamber with characteristic regional
elements. The Tradition Chamber is open every
day between 8 a.m.-4 p.m., in other hours it is
open for visiting in organized groups, after it has
been agreed upon on the phone.

Communal Culture
Center in Baranówi
Rynek 14 24-105
Baranów
Tel. (81) 883-40-27
wew.29
osrodekkultury@gminab
aranow.pl

The Communal Culture Center in Baranów
organizes pottery workshops run by the local
master craftsman Władysław Maśny. After
previous contact on the phone there is a
possibility of participating in them.

ul. Rynek 14, 24-105
Baranów; tel. 81 883 40
27 wew. 29
gck@gminabaranow.pl

The farm is iin the village of Śniadówka near
Baranów. In the farm owned by Ms. Urszula
Wojda you can take part in bread baking
according to old Polish recipes. The process
comprises preparing the dough, forming and
baking. On site, except freshly baked bread, you
can also purchase traditional cured meats, milk,
cottage cheeses, natural honey – all comes from
ecological farms. There is a possibility of taking
part of bread baking show after it has been
agreed upon on the phone.

Śniadówka 100
24-105 Baranów
Tel. 792 942 916
www.alkierz.eu
urszula.wojda@alkierz.e
u

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Muzeum Zamek w
Janowcu/ Janowiec
Castle Museum/
24-123 Janowiec,
ul. Lubelska 20
tel./fax: 81 881 52 28
sekretariat@mnkd.pl
www.mnkd.pl/zamek-wjanowcu

X

Manor complex

The manor complex is immediately next to the
ruins of the castle. It consists of monumental
buildings transferred to the neighboring areas of
Lublin region (Manor from Moniaki, Barn from
Wylągi, Granary from Podlodów, Granary from
Kurów). You can visit it every day from 1st May to
30th September between 10 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., and
in the period from 1st October to 30th April
between 9.00 a.m. and 4 p.m.

24-123 Janowiec,
ul. Lubelska 20
tel./fax.: 81 881 52 28
sekretariat@mnkd.pl
www.mnkd.pl/zamek-wjanowcu

X

X

St. Stanislaw the Bishop
and St. Margaret’s
Church

St. Stanislaw the Bishop and St. Margaret’s Church
in Janowiec , built in the period from 1537 to
1559, founded by Piotr Firlej on the walls of a
14th century , rebuilt in the years 1585-1600,
according to plans drawn by the architect Santi
Gucci, and then in Renaissance style , by Jakub
Balin. The most valuable monument inside the

ul. Rynek 6
24-123 Janowiec n/
Wisłą
tel. 81 881 52 27
janusz.socha@neostrada
.pl

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The Castle in Janowiec is one of the most majestic
and picturesquely located castles in Poland. In
three halls in the ground floor exhibits were
gathered, which were devoted to the past of the
Castle. In the renovated north building there is
the hotel, where you can stay for the night. Many
legends are connected with the ruins of Janowiec
pile, there are many versions of the Black Lady
tale. Here is where the Knightly Tournament „for
the Black Lady’s Ring” takes place. The expositions
of Janowiec Museum are open every day from 1st
May to 30th September, between 10:00 a.m. and
5.00 p.m.. Additionally, galleries are open
between 5 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. in the period
between 1st October and 30th April from 09:00
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Castle

Health and
beauty
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church is the mannerist gravestone of Andrzej
Firlej and his wife Barbara – the work by Gucci,
who was not only an architect, but also a sculptor.
The church is available to visitors after you
contact us on the phone.
Quarry in Nasiłów

The querry of chalky silica- limestone rocks,
regarded by geologists as the best outcrop of the
border layers of Cretaceous and Tertiary periods.
Here one can find numerous fossils: bivalves,
(mussels), ammonites , sponges, snails and
echinoids. We can get to Nasiłów by the provincial
road number 743.

x

The Serokomla Ferry

The Serokomla ferry goes between the villages
Nasiłów and Bochotnica. 20 people and 3
passenger cars or one coach can be carried at one
go. Ferry crossings take place every day,( from 1st
May to 30th October), Monday to Friday from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. , Saturdays and Sundays : 8.a.m.-9
p.m. hours of crossing can be different if it is
agreed upon before.

tel. 663 600 016
tel. (81) 881 52 15
reypol@reypol.com.pl
www.reypol.com.pl/pro
m-przeprawaserokomla-janowieckazimierz-bochotnicanasilow/

Restaurant
„Serokomla” and „Dom
chleba”/House of
Bread/

It is situated in the center of Janowiec and there
is also the company shop. There you can buy an
original souvenir- the Janowiec castle made of
bread , tasty, ecological and healthy farm foods
and preserves, treasures of the Janowiec forests
and gardens ,you can even buy a painting there.
An additional attraction for children is the mini
ZOO.

ul. Rynek 12
24-123 Janowiec n/Wisłą
tel. 81 881 52 40
relpol@reypol.com.pl
www.janowiec.serokoml
a.com.pl/dom-chlebapiekarnia-kogutchlebowy/

FUN Park Magical
Gardens

The Family Theme Park , Magical Gardens situated
in Trzcianki near Janowiec is the first thematic
park in Poland built on the basis of an original
fairy story. When we cross its gates we are

Trzcianki 92,
24-123 Janowiec
tel. 502223349
kkruk@funpark.biz.pl

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

www.magiczneogrody.c
om

The Lagoon in Janowice is located on the river
Plewka – the left tributary of the Vistula,
surrounded by forest. It is an ideal place for rest
and leisure. You can borrow swimming equipment
there. The area has got a separate camping site,
parking place for 100 cars, and a small bar. For
angling lovers there is a possibility of paid fishing
The bathing beach is guarded and open from June
to September every day from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

ul. Radomska 2a
24-123 Janowiec n/
Wisłą
tel. 81 881 58 15,
602 858 898
www.promjanowiec.pl/index.php/z
alew-informacje

X

A stylish restaurant is located in historical pre-war
building at the Market. Sophisticated decor,
photo of old Janowiec and nice host and hostess
create the atmosphere of calmness and
hospitality. The wonderful cuisine is additionally
enriching.

ul. Sandomierska 2, 24123 Janowiec tel. (81)
881 54 62 , mob. 507
194 720
mackowa_chata@op.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

Restaurant (Dawna Quchnia na podzamczu) /Old
Kitchen outside castle wall/ next to the communal
Culture Center near the ruins of the Firlej family
castle in Janowiec. The menu contains in.a. lentils
soup, roast pork with small Janowiec dumplings,
Vistula potato pancakes with meat, grilled poultry
sirloins, dumplings stuffed with broad beans and

X

www.mackowachata.p
l
Knajpa u Marceli
ul. Plac Wolności 9
24-123 Janowiec
tel. 692 396 666
knajpaumarceli@gmail.c
om

Produkt lokalny

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

transferred to the unusual world inhabited by
magical beings . In the area of 12 hectars, among
trees and plants exceptional lands are created , as
well as playgrounds, restaurants, patisseries and
cafes. The object is adjusted to be visited by the
disabled and the blind. The gardens can be visited
in summer season every day between 10 a.m. and
7 p.m, in October- on Saturdays and Sundays,
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Health and
beauty

Contact data

Active

Description of offer

Educationa

Knajpa u Marceli
/Marcela’s Inn/

Culture lovers

Restaurant „Maćkowa
chata"/Maciek’s
Cottage/

Nature lovers

The Lagoon in Janowice

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Production and Trade
Enterprise „Reypol” –
Rejmak Registered
Partnership

REYPOL is a family company founded between the
years 1991-1992. It is the manufacturer of vast
range of fruit and vegetable preserves, spices and
concentrates . Its offer includes the rich gamut of
products for restaurants, bars and cafes, which
are semi-products in further production process.
For production the Company uses materials from
ecologically pure areas included in the Kazimierz
Landscape Park. Adjusting to the new needs of the
market, the Company extended its business by
the subsequent segments of the rendered
services. Today it includes the Guesthouse with
“Serokomla” Restaurant, „Dom chleba”/House of

ul. Spółdzielcza 5, 24123 Janowiec
tel. +48 81 880 42 42
(43)
fax +48 81 880 42 44
e-mail:
reypol@reypol.com
www.reypol.com.pl

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Oblasy 117, 24-123
Janowiec
tel. 514 940 227
kontakt@konskieranczo.
pl
www.konskieranczo.pl/fi
ord_ranczo.html

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Fiord Rancho is located in Oblasy near
Janowiec. Due to their friendly nature and mild,
balanced temperament, horses are ideal for
practicing recreation horse riding,, sledging
cavalcades, chaise rides and horse-riding therapy.
The fiords are accompanied by the children’s pet
– Felek, the East Carpathian horse. You can also
master your horse-riding skills on a beautiful
Little Poland breed horse. Fiord Ranczo has a very
vast offer connected with horse riding It is open
seven days a week for recreational horse-riding
under supervision of a qualified instructor in the
field, on lunging-rein and in the beautiful
surrounding areas. We also organize horse rallies.
The place can also be rented for celebrations:
weddings or first communions, individual and
group rides around the area, sledging cavalcades
and picnics.

Health and
beauty

The Fiord Rancho

Active

www.knajpaumarceli.pl

Educationa

bacon.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers
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Bread/,The Serokomla Ferry and Castle Bakery.
Sławomir Sowiński –
Accommodation
Services and Active
Tourism

Accommodation services of Sławomir Sowiński in
Janowiec constitute an offer of leisure with
accommodations. The building has 6 places to
stay the night (beds) in three rooms.
Guests can also used fully equipped kitchen and
bathroom . They can also take part in
handicraft workshops.

ul. J. Kochanowskiego 5
24-123 Janowiec
tel. 664491789

Folk Art and Craft
Chamber in Nasiłów

The Folk Art and Craft Chamber is located in
Nasiłów near Janowiec.
The Chamber is owned by a local sculptor, Mr.
Zygmunt Kozak, the author of wooden sculptures
and bas-reliefs. The Chamber can be visited after
it has been agreed upon on the phone.

Nasiłów 61 a
24-123 Janowiec
Tel. 81 880 40 33

The Parish Church in Kazimierz Dolny is the oldest
of the three temples in that town , which was
built in place where there had been the original
Romanesque-Gothic temple, then it was
developed in the style of “Lublin-Renaissance”. At
the church there are Renaissance chapels: of the
Górski family, of the Borkowski family and the
Rosary Chapel. The rich fittings of the church
include the most noteworthy 1620 organ. The
church can be visited on Mondays, Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on Tueasdays and Thursdays between 12 noon
and 5 p.m., and on Sundays between 1.15 p.m.
and 5.00 p.m.

ul. Zamkowa 6
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
Tel. 81/881-08-70
www.kazimierz-fara.pl

The Reformati Fathers’ Church in Klasztorna

ul. Klasztorna 6

X

X

X

KAZIMIERZ DOLNY
St. John the Baptist’s
and St. Bartholomew
the Apostle’s Parish
Church.

Monastery of the

X
X

X

X

X
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tel. 81/ 88 101 18

St. Anne’s hospital
church

The hospital church is located in Lubelska St. In
Kazimierz Dolny. In the place where there is the
church a wooden building had existed probably
from at least 1530 . The brick temple was erected
there in 1671. The church has one nave and is
partially patterned on the parish church. Under
the presbytery there are crypts with coffins and
human remains. The church can be visited after it
has been agreed upon on the phone.

ul. Lubelska
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
81/881 08 70

X

X

The Old Synagogue
Building

In the Old Synagogue Building, between the Big
and Small Market, in the very heart of Kazimierz
Dolny there is the Beiten Guesthouse /Dom
Gościnny/. The present synagogue was built in
the second half of 18th century in late baroque
style. Currently, in the Prayer Hall there is the
permanent museum exhibition , and the side
compartmentsare used as rooms to let.

ul. Lubelska 4
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 692 578 677

X

X

Castle ruins and watch
tower

The Castle, situated over the town was founded
by King Kazimierz Wielki. Currently it can be

ul. Zamkowa 8
Tel. 81/88 100 40

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Street in Kazimierz Dolny, was founded in 1589.
The Franciscans-Reformati settled at the church
and gradually extended the shrine and in the
years 1638-68 added the monastery part, which in
the first half of 18th century was surrounded by
high fortified walls with entrance with the socalled roofed stairs. In 1956 a museum was
established in the monastery, whose exhibits
include: manuscripts, old prints, old sculptures
and paintings, as well as regional relics from the
region of Kazimierz.
The church is allowed to visitors after it has been
agreed upon on the phone with the parish.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Reformati Fathers and
the Annunciation
Sanctuary

Health and
beauty
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Active
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Culture lovers

Nature lovers
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The Old Bathsa

The Old Baths building in Kazimierz Dolny was
founded in 1921 and functioned as municipal
baths and laundry. In the recent years it has
functioned as a guesthouse and restaurant. The
commemorating plate built in the wall reads:
“Bath and Vermin Extermination Institution
erected by the Superior Extraordinary
Commissioners for fighting epidemics in 1921”.
Currently it is owned by the Association of Polish
Cinema Operators and there is the restaurant
called „Stara Łaźnia” /”The Old Baths”/.

ul. Senatorska 21
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 81/889 13 50
rezerwacja@restauracjal
aznia.pl
www.restauracjalaznia.p
l

The Celejowska
Tenement House

It was built of limestone in 1635, it has a richly
decorated elevation and a high attic. Currently it
hosts one of the branches of the Vistula Museum
/Muzeum Nadwiślańskie/. The tenement house

ul. Senatorska 9
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 81/ 881 02 88
sekretariat@mnkd.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X
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The Three Crosses Mountain is an observation
point looking out on the town and the Little
Polish Vistula Gorge. The three crosses were
placed here by those who survived the plague
(cholera) in 1708.The Mountain is one of the
most important symbols of Kazimierz Dolny,
frequently shown in photographs and paintings.

Health and
beauty

The Three Crosses
Mountain

Active

www.zabytkikazimierzdo
lny.pl
e mail:
kokpit@kokpit.com.pl

Educationa

visited, a historical exhibition is inside it. The 18th
century round, stone watch tower, located above
the castle, is the oldest structure in Kazimierz
Dolny. The tower is 20 meters high and has the
diameter of 10 meters and is an excellent point of
observation for tourists. The Castle ruins and the
Watchtower can be visited every day from May
to October, between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., from
November to April – on Saturdays and Sundays ,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Mięćmierz

An old rafters’ village on the Vistula river , today it
is a „live Skansen museum” with windmills and
ancient, wooden cottages. In the first half of the
20th century the village started to acquire a
summer-resort character. A beautiful view can be

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

ul. Małachowskiego 19
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
81/881 02 88
kuncewiczowka@kazimi
erz-muzeum.pl
www.mnkd.pl/domkuncewiczow

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The „Pod Wiewiórką”/Under a Squirrel/ Villa ,
was erected in 1936. This antique , wooden villa is
surrounded by a beautiful garden. There
meetings and cultural, mainly literary, events take
place. Currently it is owned by The Vistula
Museum, Branch –The Kuncewicz House. In the
period from 1st May to 30th September the House
is open between 10:00 a.m. and 5 p.m., and
between 1st October to 30th April from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. , except 1st January (New Year), Easter
Sunday, Corpus Christi Day (until 1 p.m.), 1st and
11th November and 25th December (Christmas
Day).

Health and
beauty

House of Maria and
Jerzy Kuncewicz

Active

www.mnkd.pl/kamienic
a-celejowska

Educationa

contains the permanent exhibition of paintings,
graphic art and drawings entitled: “The Artistic
Colony in Kazimierz Dolny (19th-21st centuries) –
place and source of art”. Here you can also see
the model of Kazimierz Dolny, showing the town
of 1910. The building is open for visitors from 1st
May to 30th September from Monday to Thursday
and on Sundays between 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., on
Fridays and Saturdays between 10:00 a.m. and 6.
p.m. In the period between 1st October to 30th
April between 9.00 a.m. and 4 p.m. , except 1st
January (New Year), Easter Sunday, Corpus Christi
Day (until 1 p.m. ), 1st and 11th November and
25th December (Christmas Day).

Culture lovers
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Nature lovers

Description of offer
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Butchers’ stalls

Near the synagogue , in the middle of the Small
Market, there is a picturesque building of old
kosher butchers’ stalls.The building was
reconstructed after World War II according to the
original building, foundedin the first half of 19th
century. Currently the building hosts an art gallery
and management of a nearby market. Until 1942
the butchers’ stalls were an integral part of the
Jewish quarter. Another example of wooden
architecture of that part of town can be the house
of these times at 8 Lubelska Street, as well as
other buildings presenting the architecture of the
town’s past (10l. Lubelska St., 11 Lubelska St. And
17 Lubelska St. )

X

Town wells (4)

The well in the center of the market has a history
of a few hundreds of years. It used to be a street
spring. At the end of the 19th century it received
an Abyssinian pump, which made drawing water
easy. A new pump was installed in it in 180s. The
current look was given to the well in 1913 by the
architect Jan Koszczyc-Witkiewicz, who designed
its timber lining and roofing. He also designed the
well in Lubelska Street. Other municipal wellsare
in Krakowska Street, in Lubelska Street and in the
corner of the market.

X

Granaries

Granaries are a symbol of Kazimierz. In early 17th

Muzeum

X

Produkt lokalny

An old 14th century fortress at which the ruins of
Renaissance chapel-mausoleum of Jan Oleśnicki is
retained. In Bochotnica there is also an old quarry.
For safety reasons the caves cannot be entered –
they can be looket at from outside.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Ruins of Esterka’s Castle
in Bochotnica

Health and
beauty

seen from Albrechtówka hill.

Active
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School Youth Hostel
„Pod
Wianuszkami”/Under
Little Wreaths/

School Youth Hostel „Pod Wianuszkami”/ Under
Little Wreaths/ is in the monumental granary
„Pod Wianuszkami”/Under Little Wreaths/ in
Puławska Street in Kazimierz Dolny. The granary
was built in late 17th century and in the years 1906
– 1929 there was a tannery.as it was destroyed
during the war , it was rebuilt in the years 1978 -

Ul. Puławska 80
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
wianuszki@poczta.onet.
pl
tel. 81/881-03-27
www.schroniskakazimier
zdolny.pl

www.mnkd.pl/muzeumprzyrodnicze
tel. 81 881 03 26
sekretariat@mnkd.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Kazimierski Ośrodek
Kultury, Promocji i
Turystyki
ul. Lubelska 12
tel.81 88 10 040
kokpit@kokpit.com.pl
www.kokpit.com.pl

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

It was founded in the first half of the 16th
century. The building was modernized in the years
1626-1635 by virtue of Bartosz Celej’s gift. The
mannerist gable of front elevation is dated for the
same year, which was destroyed during World
War II and reconstructed. Currently the building
hosts the Kazimierz Center of Culture, Promotion
and Tourism. It is open on Mondays between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m. , from Tuesday to Friday
between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. and on Saturdays from
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Health and
beauty

An old hospital –almshouse for the elderly
and the crippled (the
Kazimierz Center of
Culture, Promotion and
Tourism)

Active

Przyrodnicze/The
Natural History
Museum/
Ul. Puławska 54
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny

Educationa

century there were about sixty of them, only
eleven of them have been retained till today. They
were built of the local stone. They were usually
two-story buildings, with richly ornamented gable,
patterned on the parish church. The oldest
retained granary is that of Mikołaj Przybyła,
where there is the Natural History Museum, and
which is from 1651, while the youngest is the
granary owned by the Kobiałka family ( Krakowska
Street). The Museum is open every day between
9 a.m. and 4 p.m., except 1st January (New Year
), Easter Sunday, Corpus Christi Day (until 1 p.m.),
1st and 11th November and 25th December
(Christmas Day).

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer
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1986 according to the design by the architect H.
Dąbrowski, designed for a youth hostel . currently
it is an all-year educational and upbringing
institution that has been working since 1985. the
hostel has 64 accommodations in 19 single
rooms with full sanitary equipment, dining room,
club and large halls where classes can be
conducted.
Wiatrakowo – Stanisław
Lenart

Wiatrakowo is a n abode with more than one
hundred years of tradition. It consists of an old
wooden house with a porch, a new house –
equally charming and very comfortable, with a
large, stone terrace. At the houses there are: an
old barn, wood-shed and wicker workshop. In the
vicinity of the buildings there is also a garden, a
vast walnut orchard and one hundred year old
branchy larches. All that is surrounded by ravines
and forest from three sides. The object has
comfortable,spacious bedrooms with bathrooms,
a living room with fireplaxce and a dining room.
The object is open all through the year.

Cholewianka 60
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
Tel. 606 667 186
www.wiatrakowo.pl
kontakt@wiatrakowo.pl

Line Park Kazimierz

Line Park in Kazimierz Dolny is a fantastic way of
spending free time , where people can play
without any preparation or experience, children,
teenagers and adults – even the elderly. That kind
of pastime is for everyone who wants to try that
exciting adventure, full of discoveries and exciting
experiences. The park has a few routes with
obstacles with varied degrees of difficulty, hung
on different heights. The park can be visited
many times and each time you can experience
something new. It is located on the premises of

ul. Krakowska 59/61
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
kontakt@parkkazimierz.
pl
www.parkkazimierz.pl
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the hotel complex. The opening hours of Line
Park – in high season :from Monday to Sunday
between 11:00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m., or for
organized groups after it has been agreed upon
on the phone. Before and after season the Park is
open at weekends.
Line Park
„Natura”/Nature/

The Line Park Natura is located next to Król
Kazimierz Hotel in Puławska Street . All platforms
and passages are fixed on trees growing on the
natural slope. The Park is created so as to
interfere with nature as little as possible. The
most imposing view can be seen on the highest
platform on more than 13 meters over the
ground. You can see quarries on the other side of
the Vistula . The Line Park Natura is open in
season between 10:00 a.m. and 6p.m..

ul. Puławska 90, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 785 634 067
biuro@naturaparklinow
y.pl

X

X

Parchatka – a ski slope

The Ski Slope PARCHATKA has a rich offer
addressed to skiing enthusiasts . The ski rental
shop at the slope offers a full range of skiing and
snowboarding equipment with helmets, which are
necessary for children of up to 15 years of age.
The beginners will be probably interested in ski
school Marcellus-ski thatruns skiing lessons on the
slope. The organized groups can take advantage
of attractive discounts. There is also the Parchatka
Inn, where traditional Polish delicacies are
offered, as well as accommodations. During the
season the slope is open from 9.a.m. to 10.00
p.m. The Inn is open all year round.

Parchatka 187
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 81/888 43 04
tel. 516 750 040
info@parchatka.pl
www.parchatka.pl

X

X

Tourist Center
Zagrodowa Osada/
Homestead Settlement/

That is an artistic and therapeutic workshops,
which is an exceptional place for creative leisure,
close contact with art, nature and animals. In the

Uściąż 114B, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel.
604 614 639
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zagrodowaosada@wp.pl
www.zagrodowaosada.p
l

Czerwone Wino/Red
Wine/ Gallery

The Red Wine Art Gallery has been in Kazimierz
since 2008. It presents, promotes and sells works
of many Polish artists –painters, graphic artists
sculptors and ceramists. It cooperates with
interior decorators and designers, it can also meet
even very refined tastes of arts connoisseurs.

ul. Senatorska 9, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel.
606 322 559

X

X

The Andała Gallery –
Marek Andała

The Gallery has existed for 8 years, it is an original
gallery presenting mainly pastels. The person
running the gallery- Marek Andała, the exhibitorsMarek Andała and Marta Max-Andała.

ul. Lubelska 9, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel.
696 783 280

X

X

Galeria Kolor/Color
Gallery/ – Roman
Gruszecki

It has been working since 2009. It is run by
Jolanta Opolska and Roman Gruszecki. The Gallery
offers oil paintings, watercolors, drawing and
ceramics It holds thematic exhibitions.

ul. Senatorska 7, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny,
www.galeriakolor.com

X

X

Galeria pracowni
przemian/Transformati
on Laboratory Gallery/
– Sławek Wójcik

It is a contemporary art gallery and visual art
studio. Abstract painting, conceptual art,
sculpture, artistic and functional ceramics, jewelry
and handicraft.
We present works by graduates from visual art
schools, designers and craftsmen from the Lublin
region. In the gallery also artistic workshops and
meetings with artists take place.

ul. Lubelska 9, 24-120
Kazimierz
tel. 603 663 219,
693 504 192

X

X

Sława Radow Gallery

Oil and acrylic paintings, authors’ own techniques,
drawings, graphic art, artistic products. The
author of these works- Slawa Radow – is a
graduate of Academy of Fine Arts and a member

ul. Nadrzeczna 5, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny tel.
603 577 006

X
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main building of the Settlement, equipped like a
landowners’ mansion of the early 20th century,
there are rooms for tourists and a regional
restaurant. Workshops can be arranged for
organized groups after it has been agreed upon
on the phone.
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of Visual Artists’ Association. His wife, Marina
Radowa, also a graduate of Academy of Fine Arts,
deals with functional art ,artistic counseling and
art therapy.
Beata Giza – Kwiecień
Original Gallery

Oil and acrilic painting, author’s own techniques,
graphic art, artistic products. . The author of these
works- Slawa Radow – is a graduate of Academy
of Fine Arts and a member of Visual Artists’
Association. His wife, Marina Radowa, also a
graduate of Academy of Fine Arts, deals with
functional art ,artistic counseling and art therapy.

Ul. Senatorska 1/3, 24120 Kazimierz Dolny, tel.
609 556 008, 607 041
584

X

X

Ziemowit Jastrzębski
Gallery

Original oil paintings gallery. The author is a
member of Kazimierz Art Brotherhood and a
long-term member of fine Arts Society in Lublin.

ul. Lubelska 7, 24-120
Kazimierz, tel. 505 964
498

X

X

Bibelot /Knick Knack /
Gallery –Robert
Świderski

Paintings, artistic handicraft, ceramics and glass. It
has existed since 1998, on sale – a vide
assortment of paintings by artists connected with
Kazimierz- in.a. Łazorek, Gnatowski and, Kosowski

ul. Klasztorna 1, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel.
509 028 529

X

X

Fresh Restaurant

The Fresh Restaurant is located in Tyszkiewicza
street, near the Natural History Museum in
Kazimierz Dolny. It is the first restaurant in
Kazimieru Dolny with food sold by the weight. All
the dishes are prepared from fresh, highest
quality products from local suppliers. Thanks to
that there you can eat fresh, tasty, healthy and
varied Polish cuisine dishes, but also delicious
pasta, fish, salads and many other exquisite dishes
of world’s cuisines. The restaurant is open from
May to October.

Restauracja Fresh
ul. Tyszkiewicza 18, 24120 Kazimierz Dolny,
tel: 509 875 5999,
www.freshjedzenienawage.pl

X

P.W. BOBIK – active
resting Wojciech Sosik

The effers active way of spending free time within
Kazimierz Dolny and its vicinity by organizing
integration events, canoeing, jeep and quad rides

Bochotnica, ul.
Kazimierska 120,
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
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ul. Góry 16, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel. (81)
882 11, 733 872-771
e mail:
folwarkwalencja@wp.pl
www.folwarkwalencja.pl

X

X

Eco-Museum „Siedlisko
Małgorzaty”/Małgorzat
a’s Family Home Małgorzata Urban

Eco- Museum „Siedlisko Małgorzaty” is a place
which continues the family traditions and allows
to develop one’s own interests, as well as
transferring knowledge and skills to persons who
are interested with that domain of life. In
September 2013 it was given out for the needs of
the town inhabitants and tourists. “Siedlisko”
organizes 3 weaving workshops – two traditional,
very old ones that served previous generations.
They could be adapted for work and one small,

Cholewianka 7 A, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny, tel. 510
157 111
email:urbanmalgorzata
@tlen.pl
www.siedliskomalgorzat
y.pl
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Valencia Manor Farm is a guesthouse, which is
one of its kind. It connects history with
contemporary times, rustic stylistics with modern
solutions. The guesthouse enchants the guests
with its unusual atmosphere and a wealth of
possibilities. It is an ideal place for a family
holiday, romantic trips for couples or business
trips. It has the architecture of an old Polish
manor house with unusual interiors. The interior
decoration alludes to manor farm style of early
19th century, it enchants the guests with
references to its rich historyi – the family running
the guesthouse has been connected with
Kazimierz Dolny for many generations. Rooms are
individually designed and decorated, the quisine is
excellent and based on ingredients grown by the
owners, the staff are kind and professional, the
garden is vast and beautiful and all that creates
this fantastic, unique and warm atmosphere.
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„Folwark
Walencja”/Valencia
Manor Farm/ /B.J.E.
Kowalscy

Health and
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tel. (81) 882 85 15
www.bobik.fr.pl
bobik@fr.pl
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contemporary workshop. The other part of the
compartment is designed for classes in palm
making and creating traditional decorative flowers
from herbs and other plants, both grown and
growing wild. In 2014 , thanks to the program
„EUROszansa dla Lubelszczyzny”/EuroChance for
the Lublin Region /, co-financed by Switzerland.
„Siedlisko” obtained a possibility of extending its
offer and new objects were built, in. a. such as :
the bee-keeper’s house, where there are beekeeping appliances , a poultry and a wooden shed
with a bread stove. There is a possibility of
organizing workshops after it has been arranged
on the phone .
Stable in Wylągi –
Małgorzata
Szczepkowska-Dunia

The Wylągi Stable is located in the Kazimierz
Landscape Park ca. 4 km from Kazimierz Dolny. It
is included in Wylągi palace-park complex. The
Stable is of recreation-sports nature, it also has
the Wylągi sports section included in Lublin Horse
Riding Club. Main activities: teaching horse riding
for children and adults, organizing horse-riding
camps, accommodations with boarding , horse
rallies, hostel for horses and occasional events.
Every year there are great St. Martin’s Day
celebrations called „Hubertus”.

Wylągi 43, 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny
adam.gosia@wp.pl,
tel. 605 135 745,
accommodations and
camps: 691 220 048,
horse riding instructor :
784 111 781,
www.wylagi.pl

The Las Stocki
Wineyard – Mariusz
Grabka

The Las Stocki Wineyard was planted in 2008 in
the village from which it took its name. A
picturesque, hilly area, numerous loess ravines,
full of leafy trees give the unforgettable charm to
the Las Stocki area. In the wineyard founded by
Mariusz Grabka, on the area of 0,5 ha, there are
the following cultivars designed for white wines:

Las Stocki 80
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 602155196
winnica@lasstocki.pl
www.lasstocki.pl
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Seyval Blanc, Aurora, Bianca, Johanniter i Solaris
and for red wines: Regent and Zweigelt. The
wineyard is conducted ecologically, the owners
remove weeds mechanically and they protect the
grapevine with the use of plant extracts from
nettle, field horsetail and grapefruit. The red wine
manufactured here – Regent Wine 2012 is
characterized by distinct, fruit taste and fragrance,
as well as the appropriate acidity. Organized
groups can visit the place after previous
arrangement on the phone.
Granary Hotel „Pod
Żurawiem”

The hotel is located on the very bank of Vistula,
next to the walking route on the boulevard . The
building has characteristic small room windows
that have not changed throughout the years. They
create a unique atmosphere of that place. The
Granary „Pod Żurawiem „ is an ideal place for
ideal family recreation, romantic trips for couples,
for business guests and companies wishing to
organize integration trips or conferences. The
guests can take advantage of the restaurant and
three hotel floors with 16 rooms ( for 2,3 and 4
persons), as well as 4 suites ( 49 accommodations
altogether). There are three training course halls
equipped with professional audiovisual
equipment with direct access to the Internet.

Puławska 116,
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
Tel. 515 114 614
recepcja@spichlerzpodz
urawiem.pl
www.spichlerzpodzuraw
iem.pl

X

„Bajgiel” Restaurant

The restaurant located in Lubelska St. In Kazimierz
Dolny offers dishes of Polish and Jewish cuisine.
They are prepared from fresh local products. The
offer includes home-baked Jeremi bagels from
Kazimierz – yeast bagel with a hole in the middle,
prepared according to a family recipe that

ul. Lubelska 4a
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. 601 979 570
www.bajgielkazimierz.pl
kontakt@bajgiel24.pl
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X

X

ul. Lubelska 86
24 - 140 Końskowola
tel.: 81 889 20 00

X

X

The St. Anne and St.
Mark the Evangelist’s
hospital church

The church is located opposite the Tęczyński
family manor house in Końskowola. Originally it
was built of wood , probably erected by Andrzej
Tęczyński as a manor chapel when the town was
founded. It is supposed that the founder,
choosing the invocation for that temple wanted to
honor his mother – Anna, neé Konińska, who had
brought him up on her own after his father’s

ul. Lubelska 122
24-140 Końskowola

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The finding of the Holy Cross and St. Andrew’s
parish church in Końskowola was founded in mid
16th century by Andrzej Tęczyński, the voivode
(province governor) of Lublin and the castellan of
Krakow. However, it is in fact older: the first
wooden Finding of the Holy Cross’s church was
founded in late 14th century. The brick chancel
was built in 1442 and it was founded by Jan
Koniński. The church was rebuilt in ca. 1670 on
commission of the Great Crown Marshall
Stanisław Herakliusz Lubomirski The rebuilding
works were led by Tylman of Gameren and gave
the church the mass of a three- aisle basilica.
Another rebuilding, initiated by Elżbieta
Sieniawska and lead in the first half of 18th
century, continued by August Czartoryski and his
wife Zofia, neé Sieniawska, gave the temple its
present shape. The church can be visited after it
has been agreed upon on the phone with the
parish office.
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The Tęczyński Family
Manor

Currently it is the building of presbytery located in
the western part of the town , on the southern
side of the Lublin-Radom road. Until recently the
Tęczyński castle was thought to have been
destroyed during one of the history turmoil that
went through Poland, which was proven by the
sources. Thanks to the studies conducted by Dr
Adam Soćko we know that the present presbytery
– which was assumed to have been founded
between 1613 and 1630 - is in fact a nearly
century older manor of the Tęczyński family. It
can be seen from outside.

ul. Lubelska 97
24-140 Końskowola

Manor Farm with 18th

The Manor Farm is located at Pożowska Street in

ul. Pożowska 2
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ul. Rynek 35
24-140 Końskowola
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The Town Hall is in the Market square of
Końskowola. It was founded in 1775 by
Aleksander August Duke Czartoryski and built in
early classicist style. It is the main lay building,
forming the urban spatial arrangement of
Końskowola. Its artistic values prove that it was
designed by some of professional builders
employed in the Duke’s court. Currently the town
hall is the seat of voluntary fire brigade. It can be
seen from outside.

Health and
beauty

The Town Hall and the
Market Square

Active

tragic death during Jan Olbracht’s expedition to
Moldova . The brick church of today was built
where the wooden chapel had been, which was
probably from the 16th century. Except the
features of gothic and Renaissance styles the
character of St. Anne’s church is also affected by
the features of Flemish Renaissance. The church
can be visited after it has been agreed upon with
the office.
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The Evangelical
Cemetary

Canoeing on the river
Kurówka

Kurówka is, except the Vistula and the Wieprz,
one of the main rivers of the region of Puławy. Its
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X

X
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ul. Górna Niwa 14
24-140 Końskowola

Acommodatio
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It is located upon the river Kurówka, which
separates it from the center. What can be seen on
its premises now is only what remained of the old
cemetery. The part with relatively well-preserved
tombstones is fenced. The cemetery is entered
into the register of the monuments of the past
together with the nearby Jewish cemetery. The
Czartoryski family, taking care of the economic
development of Końskowola, brought here ca.
300 craftsmen from Germany, mainly the Saxons.
The only memento of that community is what was
left of the tombstones.

Health and
beauty

24-140 Końskowola

Active

Końskowola. It existed alredy in the Tęczyński
times and it was significantly extended by the
Lubomirski and Sieniawski families. During the
rule of Duke Aleksander August Czartoryski,
Końskowola became the seat of the
administration of the property of the „Family”
upon the Vistula . This administration comprised
33 villages, a few towns and 7 separate manor
farms , as well as mills, butcher’s stalls, brickyards,sawmills and inns located on their premises.
The manor farm “of Końskowola” comprised 900
ha; the manor farm „of Pożóg” was slightly
smaller. The Końskowola manor farm included,
besides the steward’s palace, also officials’ flats
and craftsmen’s workshops ( of severalcrafts),
three breweries,, a kiln, alcohol distillery, mills,
warehouses, a granary, stables and cow-sheds. It
is available for visiting from outside.
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sources begin close to Piotrowice, near Nałęczów.
As it flows in the broad valley on its 45 kilometer
length goes through a part of the Nałęczów
Plateau and flows into the Vistula in Wólka
Profecka – a residential quarter in Puławy .
Canoeing through this beautiful, winding little
river may be a thrilling experience for many
experienced canoeists.
A walking boulevard on
the pond banks in the
village of Stara Wieś

The boulevard is situated in thecommune of
Końkowola. The Starowiejska Street leads to it. It
is a beautiful place for relaxation and leisure for
families with children. The lighted up boulevard
runs around the well-managed water reservoirs
and beautifully arranged green areas. It is
available for visiting throughout the year.

X

Regional Memory
Chamber at the
Communal Culture
Center in Końskowola

The Memory Chamber is at the Communal Culture
Center in Końskowola (ul. Lubelska 93). It
presents a collection of craftsmen’s tools and
ancient tools for everyday tools , photographs and
books. The Chamber can be visited from Monday
to Friday, between 8.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m.,
Saturdays: from 7.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

ul. Lubelska 93, 24-130
Końskowola
tel./fax: (81) 88 16 269

Sports and leisure
equipment rental shop
- Sylwester Sykut, Farm
tourism

Sports and leisure rental shop is at the tourist
farm „ Nad rzeką”/ „By the River” in the village of
Młynki. It offers bicycles, skis, snowboardas,
fishing rods and kayaks. The equipment is rented
for hours or for whole days , depending on the
need. The service is accompanied by professional
counseling regarding adjustment of the
equipment to the tourist’s needs. Additionally, a
guide can be hired to present monuments of the
past , interesting places and tourist routes. The

Młynki 8 A, 24-130
Końskowola
tel. 665 701 965
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object is open all year round and you can contact
us on the telephone.
Rose Manufacture with
Local Product Chamber
- Jolanta Mazurkiewicz

The Manufacture is located in the village of Stara
Wieś, near Końskowola. The farm has been
specialized in producing rose seedlings for years.
The Rose Manufacture specialties are rose
preserves mentioned before, as well as other
delicacies, made according to old , traditional
recipes. Our leading aim is to constantly extend
the offer of products based on tradition and
connected with the region. They constitute a
memory of our heritage, both for connoisseurs
and for those who want to rediscover the
frequently forgotten tastes ,suppressed by the
modern menu. Visiting – after contacting us on
the phone.

Stara Wieś 163, 24-130
Końskowola, tel. 609 481
420
email: manufakturaroza
na@wp.pl
www.smakirozy.pl

Dworek Różany /Rose
Mansion / tourist farm
- Alina Kowalczyk

The Farm "Dworek Różany" is in the village of
Stok – Zażuk near Końskowola.It offers
comfortably equipped rooms with perfect
conditions for resting. Terrace looking out to hills,
rock garden with flowing water and a resting
complex for children , constitute an additional
attraction of the place. The Mansion also has a
fully fitted kitchen for the guests, a living room , a
TV room , as well as a large dayroom with a
fireplace downstairs. The farm has 50
accommodations. You can buy all-day boarding
based on products from our own farm. The farm
offers evenings by the bonfire, barbecues,
sledging cavalcades, chaise rides, walks, cycling
trips, mushroom picking and angling in private
ponds. The object is open all year round.

Dworek Różany
Stok-Zażuk 112
24-130 Końskowola
tel. 608 784 568
turystykakowalczyk@on
et.pl
www.dworek-rozany.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

ul. Lubelska
24-170 Kurów
tel. 81/ 880 88 70,
601195072
www.kurow.diecezja.lub
lin.pl
parafia.kurow@gmail.co
m

X

X

St Clemens and St.
Margaret’s Church in
Klementowice

The Church is located in the village of
Klementowice, commune of Kurów. That NewGothic Church of 1927 , has fitted interiors of
1690. It is built of brick, has three aisles and has 2
towers at the pediment. Three wooden altars, the
pulpit and the baptismal font- designed by Tylman
of Gameren in 1690, were taken to the present
church from the previous temple. The organ-loft
contains 8-voice/part/ organ of 1899 . The right
church tower serves as belfry, there are two bells
on it , consecrated by Bishop Piotr Kałwa of
1957. It can be visited after previous contact on
the phone.

Klementowice 238
24-170 Kurów
tel. 81/882 31 01

X

X

Moje owoce/My Fruit/ Maria Figiel

The company works at the address:
Klementowice 346. It was founded in 2012, by a
family that has been running a farm specializing in
growing raspberries and producing preserves and
juices for many years. Thanks to direct vicinity of
the factory and plantationi, only fresh, high

Klementowice 346
24-170, Kurów
tel.: 600 894 884
e-mail:
biuro@mojeowoce.pl
www.mojeowoce.pl

X

Produkt lokalny

The church is at the main road in Lubelska St. In
Kurów. It was rebuilt in the 18th century, with
characteristic ornaments of the top and the
Renaissance tomb of St. Zbąski made in Santi
Gucci’s workshop. There is a classicist presbytery
next to the church (1778-82), erected for
Grzegorz Piramowicz , designed by . St. Kostka
Potocki, as well as mid-18th century belfry, brick
smithy of ca. 1782 r (the parish museum) and the
mid-19th century Jewish baths. Visiting after
contacting the Parish office.
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KURÓW

X

X

X
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A Protected Landscape Area „Kozi Bór” was
created in 1990 . It comprises a fragment of the
Lubartów Plateau, neighboring the Kozłowiecki
Landscape Park. Its total area is 12 681 ha. The
landscape is of flat nature. More than 40% of it
are forests, mainly mixed and fresh coniferous
forests, as well as marsh coniferous forests, oak
groves full of light ,dry-ground forest
communities,alder carrs and marshy meadows.
These areas are very attractive for mushroom
pickers. Black cycling route of the commune of
Garbów goes through the „Kozi Bór’.

X

X

X

MARKUSZÓW
Parish Church in
Markuszów

St. Joseph the Betrothed ‘s Parish Church in
Markuszów, at 3A Cmentarna St. , is a one-aisle
building in the style of Lublin baroque. There are
two sacristies at the presbytery , there are two
towers at the pediment, as well as wooden altars.
The main altar is the baroque structure with a
rococo decoration. It contains the images of: Our
Lady of Częstochowa j (1920), The Holy Trinity ,
The Holy Family ny (18th century) and God’s
Mercy (1981). To ask about visiting – contact the

ul. Cmentarna 3 A
24-173 Markuszów
tel. 81/881 89 15,
81/881 80 77
www.markuszow.parafia
.info.pl
markuszow@diecezja.lu
blin.pl

X

X

Produkt lokalny

A fragment of protected
area „Kozi Bór”/Goat’s
Forest/

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

quality fruit is used for production. Juices and
mousses are made according to traditional
methods, they consist only of natural
components.
The products of the company are, in.a. raspberry
juice, raspberry mousse and highly sugared elder
juice. To place an order, please contact us on the
phone or via email.

Health and
beauty

Active
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Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Produkt lokalny

Acommodatio
ns
Meals
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Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

parish office.
Tourist Ornitological
Route in the Commune
of Markuszów

The ornitological route on the premises of the
Commune of Markuszów has a continuous form
with two ` branches from the starting point with
the beginning and end in the village of Wólka
Kątna. The ornithological observation stations
are placed near the characteristic points of Duży
Ług Lake. The route has 6 information boards, 4
direction sign posts and markings of vantage
points. Its total length is 1,80 km.

ul. Marka Sobieskiego 1
24- 173 Markuszów
gmina@markuszow.pl

Local Product Chamber
in Zabłocie
Oil Mill „Skarby
Natury”/”Treasures of
Nature”/

Local Product Chamber in Zabłocie waas created
next to the oil mill "Skarby Natury"/”Treasues of
Nature”/. It offers all sorts of cold pressed oils. Its
attraction is the unique educational program
presenting oil production process -from the
moment of sowing the seeds to the final product.
Additionally, you can start “the discoverer’s
expedition" entitled: „Out of Love to Nature”.
There is a bike-friendly place, equipped with a
tourist information board, first aid kit and basic
tools to repair a bicycle. Visiting the Oil mill and
participation in workshops after arrangement on
the phone.

Zabłocie 3
24-173 Markuszów
694 209 112
e mail: jpecio@wp.pl
kontakt@skarbynatury.e
u
www.skarbynatury.eu

Water Reservoir in
Kaleń

It is a small retention water reservoir with a
surface of external contour of 15,31 ha and the
surface of water mirror of 12,74 ha. The reservoir
has the capacity of almost two hundred and forty
thousand cubic meters of water. Since it was open
in Autumn 2014 it has become a place of spring
and summer recreation, mainly at weekends, for
those who like to spend their time actively and
live within the Commune of Markuszów, but also

Kaleń
24-173 Markuszów

X

X

Tel. 081 8818070
Fax. 081 8818064
www.markuszow.pl

X

X

X

X

X

Aleja Stanisława
Małachowskiego 11
24-150 Nałęczów

17th century John the Baptist Parish Church and
the nearby necropolis are located in the village of
Bochotnica near Nałęczów. The parish was
founded in the 14th century, whereas the building
of the present church was started by F.
Gałęzowski, and it was finished and equipped by
Stanisław Małachowski. In summer organ
concertos are held there. The Church can be

ul. Bochotnica 3, 24 150 Nałęczów
www.parafianaleczow.com
kskrzysztof@gmail.com
tel. 81 50 14 011

X

X

X

Pijalnia Czekolady
Wedla/Wedel Chocolate
Drinking Room/
naleczow@wedelpijalnie
.pl
Palm House and Spring
Pump Room
tel. 81 501 40 55
X

X

Produkt lokalny

Church Hill

The Spa House is in the Spa Park in Nałęczów.
There are palm house and pump room, as well as
„Wedel Chocolate Drinking House”. Under the
exotic palm trees there are three water intakes
from the springs called „Celiński”, „Miłość”/Love/
and mining borehole „Barbara”.
The Palm House is open from May to September
from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and from October
to April between 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Spa House

Health and
beauty

NAŁĘCZÓW

Active

those from Lublin, Puławy, Nałęczów etc. Due to
its attractive and convenient location became the
destination of bicycle rallies and trips on foot. The
water reservoir in Kaleń is very attractive for
fishing lovers, it is stocked with fish, you can
angle there and there are also angling contests for
young people and adults. The reservoir is
governed by the „Biała Mewa”/ White Seagull/
Angling Society Kaleń (Kaleń 23a, 24-173
Markuszów).

Educationa

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer
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with
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Senior citizens

Name

ul. Kamieniak 23B, 24150 Nałęczów
tel. 665 363 262
mini
zoo@naleczow.com.pl
www.minizoo.naleczow.
com.pl

The Old Baths

The Old Baths located in the Spa Park in Nałęczów
are currently the object of the Curative Institution
„Nałęczów Spa”. The former Ferrous Baths,
erected in the years 1817-1820. developed at the
end of the 19th century , according to the design
of Karol Kozłowski, burnt down during World War
II,were renovated in 1960s. In the ground floor
there are health and beauty parlours , as well as a
hall of commemorative busts of Henryk
Sienkiewicz and Stefan Żeromski, whereas in the
first floor there are spacious, comfortable rooms.

Al. Grabowa 4, 24 – 150
Nałęczów
tel. 81 50 14 356 w. 400

St. Charles Borromeo
Chapel

Founded by Lodovica Benni to commemorate her
spouse -Charles. It was built in early 20th century
in Zakopane style .according to the founder’s wish
the chapel is designed for patients and
holidaymakers , who may gain spiritual strength
here. The chapel can be visited everyday (except
service).

The Stefan Żeromski
Museum

The museum is in the former writer’s study of the
year in 1905, designed by Jan Koszyc-Witkiewicz.
In the garden there is the mausoleum of Adam
Żeromski- the writer’s son who died of
tuberculosis. The Stefan Żeromski Museum is

X

X

X

X

X

X

ul. Armatnia Góra 18
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. 81 501 60 41

ul. Żeromskiego 8,
24-140 Nałęczów
tel. 81 501 47 80
zeromski@muzeumlubel
skie.pl

X

X

Produkt lokalny

In the Nałeczów Zoo more than 20 species of can
be seen in. a. ponies, fur animals and the
„aristocracy” of poultry. The „Mini Zoo” also
offers a playground , a picnic place and a
barbecue place. Open air galleries are also
organized here.
The Mini Zoo is open every day between 9:00
a.m. and 5.00 p.m..

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Nałęczów
„Mini ZOO”

Health and
beauty

visited after it has been arranged on the phone.

Active
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Culture lovers
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Nature lovers
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with
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The Małachowski
Palace

The Małachowski Palace is located in the Spa Park,
was founded in the second half of the 18th
century. Currently, in the ground floor there is
Pałacowa Café and the Bolesław Prus Museum. In
the first floor there is, in. a. the ball room with the
immaculately preserved baroque –classicist
stucco decoration. In the palace there is a café,
ball rooms and the Museum of Bolesław Prus,
open from 1st June to 31st August between 10:00
a.m. to 6.00 p.m., in the period from 1st
September to 31st May between 10:00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m.

al. Stanisława
Małachowskiego 3,
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. 81 501 43 56 ext.
330

X

X

X

The Bolesław Prus
Museum

The Bolesław Prus Museum in the Małachowski
Palace in Nałęczów is the only museum in Poland
devoted to the memory of Bolesław Prus –the
most eminent writer of Polish positivism. The
museum collects and exhibits his personal
mementoes, as well as documents connected with
the writer’s life and artistic activity. It has
collections of letters , manuscripts , photographs,
a rich collection of books –first editions and
translations of his works. The Museum is open
from 1st June to 31st August between 10:00 a.m.
– to 6.:00 p.m., and in the period from 1st
September to 31st May – from 10:00 a.m. to 5.00
p.m..

al. Stanisława
Małachowskiego 3,
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. 81 501 45 52
prus@muzeumlubelskie.
pl
ww.muzeumlubelskie.pl
/Muzeum_Boleslawa_Pr
usa_w_Naleczowie-1261-40.html

X

X

X

Open Air Contemporary
Photography Gallery

The Jaśminowa Café and the gallery created on
the pattern of Maeght foundation from Saint-

ul. Klonowa 7, 24-150
Nałęczów

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

www.muzeumlubelskie.
pl/Muzeum_Stefana_Zer
omskiego_w_Naleczowi
e-1-318-39.html

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

open in high season from Tuesday to Sunday
between 10.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m., and after the
season – from Tuesday to Saturday between
10:00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m.

Health and
beauty

Contact data
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Description of offer

Active

Culture lovers

Nature lovers

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

ul. Grabowa 1a, 24-150
Nałęczów
tel. 81 501 44 56 ext.
101
fax. 81 501 46 08
marketing@zlun.pl
atrium@zlun.pl
www.spanaleczow.pl

Spa Park

Ancient villas

Spa Park in Nałęczów was founded in late 18th
century by St. Małachowski, redesigned in the
19th century by a well-known planned and garden
designer - Walerian Kronenberg. Regardless of
season and weather, the park with an ancient tree
stand is good for walking . Its central point is the
pond with the Isle of Love with a romantic bridge
leading to it.
They were built at the turn of the 19th century.
They are situated along the main streets: Lipowa
and Armatnia Góra . At Aleja Lipowa we can see
the following villas: that of the Nagórski Family,,
„Pod Matką Boską”, „Pod Kraszewskim”,
„Zofijówka”, „Tolin”, „Ustronie”. The villa and

X

X

Villa „Podgórze” ul.
Armatnia Góra 16
Villa „Olimpia”, ul.
Armatnia Góra 12
Villa „Pod Matką
Boską”,Al. Lipowa 16,

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Atrium is in the Spa Park in Nałęczów. The
Aquatonic water complex with pools offers
bubble beds, pearl benches and jacuzzi, as well as
porcrelain clay basin, massage zone, beauty
parlour and Atrium club. Pool and restaurant
open every day from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m..

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Atrium SPA

Health and
beauty

tel. 81 448 23 25,
793 830 585
jasminowa@jasminowa.
pl
www.jasminowa.pl.

Active

Paul in France . The gallery is situated on the slope
of Chmielewski ravine in Nałęczów. It looks
beautiful in the middle of the tourist season
during jasmine blossoming time. The Jaśminowa
Café is open in the high season (1st May to 15th
October ) from Monday to Friday between 11:00
a.m. and 8:00 p.m. ,Saturday, Sunday and holidays
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. After the season (16th
October – 30th April ) Saturday, Sunday and
holidays 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m..

Educationa

„Jaśminowa”/Jamine/

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

The Sadurki Station

The former Nałęczów station, which has been
called Sadurki since 1926, was created on the
route of Vistula Railway in 1877 and connected
Warsaw with Mława and Kowel, and on the
frontier of the annexed territories, it was
connected with the Prussian line to Gdansk.
Starting up the Vistula railway made it easy to
reach the spa. The wooden station building is
preserved until today without any significant
changes.

Sadurki n./Nałęczów

Salt Cave

The Salt Cave is in Przepióreczka Hotel in
Nałęczów – source of health, beauty and
relaxation. A session in the Salt Cave lasts 45

ul.1-go Maja 6, 24-150
Nałęczów
tel. 081 501-61-68

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

al. Lipowa 27, 24-150
Nałęczów
tel. 667 441 555
www.zabytkowepodzie
mia.wix.com
zabytkowepodziemia@g
mail.com
dagmarasawa22@o2.pl

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Nagórski Family Villa in Lipowa Street in
Nałęczów, has spacious , mysterious cellars- the
so –called „Ancient Vault”, where, sipping
aromatic coffee or tea you can get transferred in
a time vehicle to the 19th century. The vault were
founded in 1882, when Michał Górski was the
owner of Nałęczów. He created the representative
villa quarter in Lipowa Avenue. The history of
Ancient Vault is connected with the history of the
villas . The first owner of the villa was the
landowner Józef Nagórski,, for whom it was built
in 1882 in Swiss style. The ancient vault can be
visited after previous arrangement on the phone.

Health and
beauty

The ancient vault –
Dagmara Sawa

Active

Villa „Zofijówka”, Al.
Lipowa

Educationa

garden development of Armatnia Góra consists
of such residences as in. a. : „Osłoda”, „Widok”,
„Podgórze”, „Oktawia”, „Ukraina”. One of more
beautiful villas is „Podgórze”, built in Swiss style
by a landowner from Lithuania-, Aleksander
Oskierko.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Aleja Kasztanowa 6,
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. (81) 501 43 56 w.
400

X

The Palace Thermal
Springs

The Palace Thermal Springsare in the Spa Park in
Nałęczów. They have a hotel part, which can take
134 guests in high-standard, comfortably fitted
rooms. All the rooms are air-conditioned. There
are also rooms adjusted to the needs of disabled
persons. The object invites individual guests and
can also organize meetings,, training courses and
conferences. There is a restaurant downstairs,
where most often traditional Polish dishes are
served, as well as regional and international
dishes . Except the standard daily menu, they
serve a la carte dishes.

ul. Paderewskiego 1
24-150 Nałęczów
marketing@zlun.pl
tel. 81 50 14 456

X

X

The Active Village
Association in Drzewce

The Active Village Association leads 3
educational paths called: From a forest, field and
garden. During a visit in Rustic Gardens you can

Drzewce 66, 24-150
Nałęczów
www.aktywnawiesdrzew

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The Książe Józef Sanatorium is situated in the
center of Spa Park in Nałęczów. It is a former Spa
Institution combined with Hydropathy and one of
the oldest objects on the premises of the park,
rebuilt in 1882 by Karol Kozłowski. Currently
there is the Curative Institution sanatorium with a
dining room, analytical laboratory , doctor’s
surgery and specialized institutions: Doctors’
Surgeries „LUXMED”, Prof. Z. Zagórski’s eye
Surgery Center, Ośrodek Ortopedii i Traumatologii
„ARTHROS” oraz Kriokomora.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Książę Józef
Sanatorium

Health and
beauty

jaskinia@przepioreczka.
com.pl
www.przepioreczka.com
.pl

Active

minutes and corresponds to 3 days of staying at
the seaside during stormy weather. The session
starts at each full hour from 11.00 p.m. to 6.00
p.m.. Sessions for children start at: 1.00 p.m. and
5.00 p.m.. The Salt Cave is open from Tuesday to
Sunday between 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m..

Educationa

Contact data

Culture lovers

Description of offer

Nature lovers

Families
with
childrenchil
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Canteen „In an Old
Pharmacy”

Canteen „In an Old Pharmacy is near the Spa Park
in Nałęczów. For 20 years the Canteen has been
offering tasty and cheap meals. Variety is added
to the rich menu every day. The canteen is open
every day, in summer season: May – September
9:00 a.m.– 8:00 p.m., before and after season :
October-April: 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Hardworkers Team s.c.
– Hot-Air Balloon Flights

View flights in hot-air balloon are carried out on
the premises of the province of Lublin in the
picturesque vicinity of Nałęczów, Kazimierz dolny,
Janowiec , the Vistula Valley and Lublin.A sightseeing flight in a hot-air balloon is an
unforgettable adventure in the sky,which is a wish
of many children and an unfulfilled dream of
many adults. Hot-air balloon flight can be
arranged on the phone.

tel. 693230787
tel. 509185045
info@hardworkers.pl
www.hardworkers.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Ul. Wiejska 20 A,
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. 81 8825866
kom. 661 966 426
www.agroturystykaczapi
k.eu

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

„Pokoje na Wiejskiej”/Rooms in Wiejska Street/
are located at the edge of the Spa Park near the
Palace Springs, Atrium SPA and the center of
Nałęczów. They were created within the project
called : „Adjustment of compartments in a
building designed for tourist services”. Six
comfortably equipped rooms with full sanitary
center were prepared for the guests, as well as a
living room with kitchen annex and a dining room.
The object is open all year round.

Health and
beauty

Guest Rooms in Wiejska
Street – Piotr Czapik

Active

ce.pl
aktywnawiesdrzewce@i
nteria.pl
tel. 691 185 810

Educationa

learn the principles of establishing traditional
rustic (rural) gardens and growing plants (herbs
and decorative plants). The Association also runs
bicycle rental shops and sells certified local
products. The Rustic Gardens can be visited after
contacting the Association on the phone.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Czesławice 31, 24-150
Nałęczów, tel.
508791814

X

X

Produkt lokalny

„Land of Bees”, located in Czesławice near
Nałęczów conducts educational activity in the
form of bee-keeping shows. During these shows
we demonstrate in.a. how life in a hive is
organized. The participants of lectures learn how
honey is formed, where it is obtained from and
how beeswax is made. The tourists can visit„The
Land of Bees”, they cans see what a correctly
prepared apiary looks like. On the premises of the
object the following workshops are organized:
„An outline of bee-keeping ”,”Honey sampling”,
“From Bee-hive to a candle”. The workshops
enable the participants to learn the theory of
bee-keeping. You can take a frame from a hive
and transfer honey from a honeycomb into the
honey that is kept in a jar on your own. An
interesting attraction is tasting different kinds of
honey, comparing their taste, look and texture.
The tourists can buy douvenirs connected with
beekeeping. Workshops can be organized after
contacting us on the phone.

X

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

„Land of Bees” –
Przemysław Szymański

X

Health and
beauty

Lilianna Sawa
ul. Lipowa 27, 24-150
Nałęczów
tel. 665 311 222

Active

The main aim of the business is to render
accommodations services for Polish and foreign
tourists with special consideration to guests from
Switzerland, Germany and Holland. The services
are rendered in the ancient interiors of a wooden
Swiss-style villa from the turn of the 19th century.
3 two-person rooms are designed for guests,
including one with an additional bed. Rooms are
of high standard of leisure , the style of their
interior decoration suits the architectural style of
the building.

Educationa

Guest Rooms – Lilianna
Sawa

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
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ul. Lipowa 30, 24-150
Nałęczów
www.szkolaisztuka.word
press.com
tel. 502 642 535
e-mail:
sylwiazasada13@wp.pl

X

WARSZTAT/WORKSHOP
/ Foundation – Karolina
Karpińska

The WARSZTAT Foundation is located in Strzelce
near Nałęczów . It organizes handicraft
workshops for children and adults (you can
choose from basketry, ceramics , decoupage,
soap-making, paper-making and casting candles).
The workshops are conducted by the visual artistbasketry and plaiting master- Karolina Karpińska.
Within the Swiss project the WARSZTAT
Foundation created the willow garden with a
didactic path about basketry and the role of
willow in culture, insect-house and a shelter with
picnic tables. Since May2015 in the garden of the
area of 800 m² you can see 74 varieties of
willows: those for wicker,, as well as decorative
ones: trunk and bush ones. Probably this is the
second salicarium after that in Nowy Tomyśl with
such a vast, generally available, collection of this

Strzelce 92, 24-150
Na³Ÿczów
tel. 501095847
kontakt@fundacjawarszt
at.pl
www.fundacjawarsztat.p
l

X

Produkt lokalny

„School and Art” Association was established by
teachers and graduates of Visual Arts Secondary
School in Nałęczów. It started its activity on the
13th day of September 2005. The main aim of the
association is supporting and helping the school
community of Józef Chełmoński Visual Arts
Secondary School in Nałęczów. These activities
are carried out through supporting efucational
initiatives of the school and giving pecuniary
assistance to its students through founding
scholarships, artistic prizes or giving financial
assistance to students. The Association organizes
workshops of: basketry, sculpture or occasional
(e.g. connected with holidays). Workshops can be
organized for school and tourist groups after ith
has been arranged on the phone.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

„School and Art
”Association

Health and
beauty
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Culture lovers

Nature lovers
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tel. 795 700 659 –
Wiesława
tel. 781 942 775 – Jan
Krzysztof
e-mail: e-mail:
basiakrzys@op.pl
wwwsiedliskoukrzysztof
a.pl

The Social Cooperative
„Od serca”

The Social Cooperative is near the marketplace
„Pod Łabędziami” in Poniatowskiego Street in
Nałęczów. In the newly erected building there is a
café , catering point and a shop with artistic
handicraft. Besides, free handicraft workshops
are organized and complex cleaning services are
rendered. The Cooperative specializes in certified

ul. Poniatowskiego 8,
24-150 Nałęczów
Catering, cafe - tel.506
774 570
Artistic workshops - tel.
506 774 974
Cleaning services- tel.

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The Home is located in the village of Drzewce
near Nałęczów. The Home includes the Local
Product Chamber with the products of local
craftsmen – food products and handicraft. There
is also a regional studio, where weaving
workshops are conducted on a show loom and
on mini-looms (14 pieces). An additional
attraction is the quest route through the garden
and Wąwóz Malinowy/Raspbery Ravine/ and
Retro Atelier – Retro Exhibition: In the Circle of
Nałeczów Landowner Ladies ". The owners- Mrs.
Wiesława Dobrowolska-Łuszczyńska and Mr.Jan
Krzysztof Łuszczyński. The Home can be visited
and tourists can take part in weaving workshops
after ith has been arranged on the phone.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Siedlisko /Home/“U
Krzysztofa” Wiesława
DobrowolskaŁuszczyńska, Jan
Krzysztof Łuszczyński

Health and
beauty

species in Poland. You can enter this garden for
free .After reservation on the phone organized
groups can take advantage of a guide free of
charge, as well as half an hour talk on the willow
and basketry. For individual visitors a guide is
available from Friday to Sunday half an hour
before the planned workshop (terms in the
schedule). For organized groups ( 12 persons or
more) there is a possibility of organizing
workshops and bonfires/

Active
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Culture lovers
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Nature lovers
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“In Alicja’s Land”
Wellness&SPA

„In Alicja’s Land” is the object located in
Nałeczów. Its surroundings are soothing and
harmonious, filled exclusively with natural
materials, greenery and silence. It perfectly
enhances relaxation and resting. Natural
cosmetics will bring back healthy look, color and
condition of skin. There is also a relaxation salon ,
offering bath with hydro-massage in the mini-pool
, Finnish sauna with option of aromatherapy ,
aromatic, relaxing herbal and fruit teas. You can
spend holidays, weekend or even one day (DAY

ul. Kolejowa 37, 24-150
Nałęczów
tel. (81) 501 51 25 kom.
609 925 609
e-mail:
rezerwacja@willamonik
a.pl
www.wkrainiealicji.pl

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

ul. 1-go Maja 17/3
24-150 Nałęczów
tel.: 505 922 482
e mail: masazestudzinski@gmail.com
www.salonmasazy.pl

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The massage parlour in Nałęczów offers different
kinds of massages, depending on the clients’
needs , as well as helping to relieve muscle and
joint pains. We offer different forms of relaxation
and chill-out massage, as well as slimming and
silhouette-modeling massage. We provide nice
and professional staff, discretion and
confidentiality. The massages are performed with
the use of professional massage oils, with
appropriate music and the scent of aromatherapeutic oils. The massage parlour iks open
from Monday to Friday between 10.00 a. m. and
6.00 p.m., and on Saturdays – from 9.00 a.m. to
4.00 p.m.

Health and
beauty

Massage Parlour –
Paweł Studziński

Active

506 774 584
Office - tel. 506 774 569
– President of Managing
Board Maria Anna
Pietruszka
kontakt@odserca.eu
www.odserca.eu

Educationa

local products based on traditional recipes:
dumplings stuffed with buckwheat groats and
cottage cheese, Agnieszka’s baked dumplings, or
heart-shaped pancakes. Guests arew welcome
from Tuesday to Saturday, between 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. The cooperative is closed on Sundays and
Mondays.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Suites „Among Trees: are in Głowacki’s Ravine at
Klonowa Street in Nałęczów. Thanks to the
support from the Swiss program three small
houses were built , which function as suites to
rent. Each of them has a name coming from a tree
on which it was built. A big asset of these houses
is their location, for they are right over the
Głowacki’s ravine. You can go inside climbing up
the stairs hung over the cliff. The floors in each of
the houses are on different heights, ranging from
2,5 to 4,5 meters, however large windows
increase the impression of being hung in the air
over the ravine. The houses are not very large .
Their surface is not much larger than 20 m² , but
their inhabitants will find in the cener all they
need for calm leisure – a living room ,
comfortable beds, bookcases, kitchen annex and
toilet . Recently we also created the SPA zone
with dry sauna, ultra-red sauna and massage
zone.

ul. Klonowa 2
24-150 Nałęczów
tel. 502 631 764
email: info@wdrzewach.p
l
www.wdrzewach.pl

On the premises of the Commune of Żyrzyn the
ornithological route is in the form of loop from
the starting point with beginning and ending in

Urząd Gminy w
Żyrzynie/Communal
Office in Żyżyn/

X

X

X

ŻYRZYN
Ornithological Tourist
Route

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Suites „Among trees” –
Jakub Fraszka

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

SPA) in Wellness & SPA, for your health and wellbeing. The variety of procedures, massages,
therapies and ceremonies designed for particular
parfts of the body will satisfy the customers’
requirements, provide deep relaxation and
recuperation of the body.
Opening hours 2.00 p.m. – 10.00 p.m.

Health and
beauty

Active

Educationa

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Tradition Chamber in
Bałtów – Janina
Mazurek

The Chamber was created by Ms. Janina Mazurek
on her own farm. It is located at the blue cycling
route in the commune of Żyrzyn. The farm
buildings were adapted to serve as exhibition
halls, where there are exhibits: old rural treasures,
such as a weaving workshop, farmer’s tools and
kitchenware. Tradition Chamber can be seen free
of charge. The host family walk you around, telling
stories of particular objects. You can visit the
Chamber after it has been arranged on the phone.

Bałtów 51
24-103 Żyrzyn
tel. (81) 881 44 31
Janina Mazurek

X

X

Local Product Chamber
in Borysów

Local Product Chamber is in the former school
building in Borysów. There are 3 compartments,
where hand-woven rugs can be found. They were
made by the owner –Ms. Krystyna Nakonieczna,
who is one of the most renowned weavers in the
region. The village of Borysów has been a
weaving center for years, inside the chamber
there is ano ld loom and other tools, which used
to serve for weaving and making clothes or rugs.
Besides weaving equipment there are also woven
reed baskets. The owner organizes shows of
weaving, spinning and flax processing. Local
Product Chamber is available for visiting after it
has been arranged on the phone.

Borysów 50
24-103 Żyrzyn
tel. 81 881 46 11

X

X

The Parish Church in

St. Peter and Paul’s Church in Żyrzyn is a beautiful

ul. 1000-lecia 140

X

X

Produkt lokalny

ul. Powstania
Styczniowego 10 24103 Żyrzyn
tel. 81/ 881 42 26

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

the village of Kośmin. Bird-watching has been
planned in characteristic points: at one of the
bends of the river Wieprz and in the open area:
among meadows, fields and forests. There are 5
information boards on the route, as well as 8
signposts showing directions and 5 designations
of sightseeing points. Its total length is 24,2 km.

Health and
beauty

Contact data

Educationa

Description of offer

Active

Culture lovers

Nature lovers

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

X

Kośmin 7
24-103 Żyrzyn
tel. + 48 81 50 16 141
e-mail:
lgd@zielonypierscien.pl
www.zielonypierscien.pl

OMEGA – Active
Tourism Agency –
Agata Łysiak

The Agency organizes and services tourist events
for groups and individuals. It also runs a canoe
rental shop. It organizes canoeing on the rivers:
Vistula, Wieprz and Chodelka. It also offers a

Strzyżowice 51, 24-103
Żyrzyn
www.omegaexpeditions.
pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The mansion in Kośmin comes from the 19th
century. It was built by the Kossak family, who
erected the brick mansion where there were
other buildings before. Here the writer Zofia
Kossak-Szczucka (1889-1968) was born. The .
Kossaks sold their property in 1911 to Zofia
Zalewska. The last owners of the mansion were
Anna Miklaszewska, Andrzej Miklaszewski and
Tadeusz Tański. In fear of the approaching Red
Army , they left their mansion in 1944, assisted by
the National Army (AK). The property was taken
over by the state. The mansion is a one-storied
building with a two-storied projection. It is
surrounded by the park, where fragments of
original stand of trees are preserved. This ancient
mansion is the seat of the Green Ring Local
Activity Group, Natural and Cultural Education
Center, at which there is a camping field and
canoe port.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Kossak Family
Mansion and Park
Complex

Health and
beauty

24-103 Żyrzyn
tel. 81 881 42 83

Active

rotund temple designed by Christian Piotr Aigner.
In the large windows inside it three stained glass
paintings were placed, which were founded in
1912 by Stanisław and Zofia Wessel. They Show
St. Stanisław, St. Sophia with her daughters and
St. Joseph. In the church there are also marble
epitaphs and plates commemorating the
collators, with their portraits. The church can be
visited after it has been arranged on the phone.

Educationa

Żyrzyn

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

ul. Czartoryskich 8
24-100 Puławy,
tel. 81 475 45 00
fax 81 475 45 02
sekretariat@mnkd.pl
www.mnkd.pl/muzeumczartoryskich

The Włostowice
Cemetery

The Cemetery is at the main road leading to the
town center. It is one of the oldest Roman
Catholic necropolises. Its beginning is dated for
1801, but certainly an Evangelical cemetery had
been there before. There are the graves of
soldiers who died during fights in the January
Uprising, World Wars I and II, as well as the
inhabitants of Puławy.

ul. Włostowicka 61,
24-100 Puławy
tel. 81 888 47 27

X

The Educational
Museum

The Educational Museum in Puławy is the first
national museum in Poland, an institution
propagating education and culture. It is
established for gathering, maintaining keeping
the museum and archival resources and making
them available to society, as well as for organizing

ul. Włostowicka 27
24-100 Puławy
tel.: 81 886 33 67
muzeum@ssmpulawy.pl
www.ssmpulawy.pl

X

TOWN OF PUŁAWY
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The Czartoryski Family Museum in Puławy is in the
Czartoryski Park. It was erected by the Lubomirski
Family. It is open every day between 9.00 a.m.
and 5.00 p.m., except the 1st January (New Year),
Easter Sunday,Corpus Christi Day (until 1.00 p.m.,
1st and 11th November and 25th December
(Christmas Day).

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Czartoryski Family
Museum in Puławy ,
Branch of the Vistula
Museum in Kazimierz
Dolny

Health and
beauty

tel. +48 796 933 996
e-mail
biuro@omegaexpedition
s.pl

Active

range of innovative animation products including
in. a.: „Ravine Manoeuvres ”, „Survival and Fun”,
“Green Birthday Party” or „Canoeing Safari”. The
Company sprecializes in conducting the so-called
White Schools, Green schools or holiday canoeing
–hiking camps. It also o organizes integrating
events for companies, the participants of which
take part in team building activities.

Educationa

Contact data

Culture lovers

Description of offer

Nature lovers

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

The Puławy Marina is situated on the right bank of
the Vistual. It offers anchoring stands for 48 boats
with access to electricity and water, all-year
storage of floating equipment , winter storage of
yachts, boats and caravans, WC and shower,
water equipment rental shop, camping and
campering site,bicycle rental shop, two-story
parking lot for 99 cars, conference hall,
playground for children and 24 hour supervision
of the object. There is a camping site on the
premises of the Marina. The camping site
reception is open between . 9.00 a.m. and 10.00
p.m..

ul. Portowa 3
24-100 Puławy
biuro@marina-pulawy.pl
tel.: 797 399 260
www.marina-pulawy.pl

X

X

MOSIR/Municipal
Sports and Recreation
Center /Indoor
Swimming Pool

The Indoor Swimming Pool is at al. Partyzantów
in Puławy. It has a 25 m pool, 2 paddling pools ,
jacuzzi, slide and sauna. It is open all week.
Monday to Friday: 10.00 a.m.-8.30 p.m., Saturday
10.00 a.m. -8.00 p.m., Sunday. 10.00 a.m.-4.00
p.m..

al. Partyzantów 11
24-100 Puławy
Tel. 81/ 458 62 60
biuro@mosir.pulawy.pl
www.mosir.pulawy.pl/

X

X

MOSiR Aquapark

The Aquapark has 50 – meter open-air swimming
pool with heated water and 8 tracks of the depth
from 150 to 200 cm,

ul. Hauke-Bosaka 1
24-100 Puławy
tel.81/458 62 53
biuro@mosir.pulawy.pl
www.mosir.pulawy.pl/

X

X

Attractions of the mini-aquapark :
• recreational swimming pool of the depth of 110
- 135 cm,
• paddling pool for children of the depth of 30
cm,

Produkt lokalny

The Puławy Marina

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

educational activity and propagating museums. It
is the only such object in the premises of the
province of Lublin. The Museum is open from
Monday to Friday, between 8:00 a.m. and 2.00
p.m..

Health and
beauty

Active
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Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

The Puławy Culture
Center „ Chemist’s
House /POK „ Dom
Chemika/

The Center is situated in Wczasowa Street in
Puławy offers its guests a swimming pool, slide,
paddling pool, football pitches, basketball and
volleyball courses, gastronomic base and the
grassy area for sunbathing. It is open in summer
season.

ul. Wczasowa 1
24- 100 Puławy
tel.: 81 565 28 49,
81 565 28 50
fax 81 565 28 56

POK "Dom Chemika" is a local government
cultural institution. It is the main and the biggest
culture center in Puławy and in Puławy poviat. It
offers different forms of spending free times.
Amateur artistic movement groups work in there,
such as: Song and Dance Ensemble "Powiśle",
Ballet Ensemble "Etiuda", “Pokus” Dance Studio,
Puławy Amateur Theatre,"Muchomor" Puppet
Show, young people’s theatre, senior vocal group
"Puławianki". Supervised by experienced and
qualified instructors vocalists and reciters
develop their skills. There are also interests circles
and clubs: Folk Artists’ Club, Senior’s Club , Third
Age University, ONA Puławy Club, Artistic
Education Laboratory. The center conducts jazz
workshops, artistic, theatrical and vocal classes,
as all-year offer for tourists.

ul. Wojska Polskiego 4
24-100 Puławy
tel. 81 8879601
domchemika@domche
mika.pl

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Recreation and Leisure
Center of Nitrogen
Production Plant
„Puławy SA”

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

• Anaconda slide of the length of 65m,
• two channel slides of the length of 13 m,
• water attractions: a water mushroom, an air
geyser , 2 neck massages , two airing benches,
• safe playground for children with playing
appliances and a sandpit,
• beach volleyball course,
• cafe.
The center is open in summer season.

Health and
beauty

Active

Educationa

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

ul. Głęboka 7a
24-100 Puławy
www.biblioteka.pulawy.
pl
e-mail:
dyrektor@biblioteka.pul
awy.pl
tel. 81 45 11 900, 81 45
11 901

Park Caves
tel. 81 886 47 56, 505
206 775

X

Produkt lokalny

Greek House – Town
Library

X

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

ul. Czartoryskich 8
24-100 Puławy,
tel./fax: 81 475 45 00

X

Health and
beauty

The Czartoryski Palace,
the Czartoryski Museum
in Puławy, Branch of
Vistula Region Museum
in Kazimierz Dolny

Active

The complex includes:
The Czartoryski Palace (The Czartoryski
Museum ) – was built in the years 167176 according to the design of Tylman z
Gameren, later it was rebuilt many times.
The current classicist style was given to it
by Christian Piotr Aigner during rebuilding
at the turn of the 18th century. You should
visit its representative compartments,
such as: the stone hall (peserved from the
time of the Czartoryskis’), the gothic hall,
the knights’ hall (former chapel) and the
ancient staircase of the 2nd half of the
19th century. The Museum presents rich
collections of the Czartoryski family
coming from the Sybil Temple and the
gothic House, as well the collections
created by the descendants of Izabela
Duchess .Czartoryska.
The Temple of Sybill- the most important
historical object in Puławy, erected by
Christian Piotr Aigner in the years 17981801, patterned on the temple of Vesta in
Tivoli near Rome . The year 1801, when
the collections of national mementoes
were open is regarded as the date of
creating the first Polish museum.,
The Gothic House – built according to the
plans by Christian Piotr Aigner on the
foundation of the garden pavilion.
Formerly it was there when national
collections and European art. collections
were kept ( there were more than 1500

Educationa

The Czartoryski Duke
and Duchess’ Palace
and Park Complex

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Produkt lokalny

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Health and
beauty

Active

Educationa

Culture lovers

museum items),
Tankred and Klorynda Sculpture- is in the
closest vicinity of the Gothic House. It is
the copy of an Italian sculpture of the
same title,
Marynka’s Palace – was erected at the end of
the 18th century by Izabela and Adam
Kazimierz Czartoryski for their daughterMarii nee Czartoryska Wirtemberska.
The Palace was located in the southern
part of the palace-park complex, on the
bank of the Vistula bar. It was built
according to the design of Ch. P. Aigner
in classicist style with a Corinthian indepth portico and an attic covering the
roof.,
The Alexandrian House- also called the Yellow
House, was erectewd before 1829 in
classicist style. It was a residence of tsar
Alexander II during his stays in Puławy. ,
The Greek House – one of the most
interesting monuments of architecture in
the palace-park complex, erected in the
years 1778-91, originally was the
pediment of the currently non-existent
palace hothouse. Currently, after
appropriate compartments were added,
the building is the seat of the Municipal
Library.
Chinese Bower- the last of the buildings that
remained after the former French garden.
The Bower was built in 1760, in the times
of Zofia Maria nee Sieniawski. It was a

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer
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with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Produkt lokalny

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Health and
beauty

Active

Educationa

Culture lovers

place of afternoon meetings in the
society. It was patterned on a pagoda,
The Park Caves – the caves were hewn in a
park slope, formed as a result of
excavating lime stone. Later – in the times
of Duchess Izabela Czartoryska – they
became a romantic attraction of the park.
In one of the caves even a chapel was
arranged . They are open between 15.04
and 30.10. every day between 9.00 a.m.
to 5.00.
The Roman Gate - was erected in early 19th
century, patterned on the Titus
Triumphal Arch in June,
The Terrace Stairs- another name is the
Serpentine Stairs. The oldest part was
built in the 17th century.,
The English Stairs- one of the oldest elements
of the park in Puławy. They constitute a
picturesque connection of the lower park
with the upper park. They are between
the Palace and the Yellow House,
Sarcophagus- is in the lower part of the park,
at the so-called „wild promenade”. It is
made of the Canarian marble by
Maximilian Laboureur. It was made in
Rome and was patterned on Scipio’s
gravestone. It is devoted to the memory
of August Aleksander Czartoryski and
Zofia Maria Czartoryska nee Sieniawska
The Ascension of Virgin Mary Church It was
erected in the years 1801-1803 according
to the design of the architect Ch. P.

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Aigner as a palace chapel of the
Czartoryski family, patterned on the
Roman Pantheon. The exhibitions of the

museum are open every day between
09:00 a.m. and 5:00 , except 1st January,
Easter Sunday, Corpus Christi Day (until
1.00 p.m.), 1st and 11th November, as well
25th December.
The Trzy Korony /Three
Crowns) Hotel –
Stanisław Jaroszek

The Trzy Korony Hotel *** is located in the
center of the town of Puławy, on the picturesque
bank of the Vistula. The refined style alludes to
the atmosphere of pre-war Puławy. Boutique
hotel with 22 exclusive rooms, excellent
restaurant offering a feast for the senses, our own
restaurant brewery, traditionally brewed beer and
original beer spa, offering therapy for body and
mind. The object is open all year round.

ul. 6-go Sierpnia 43 b
24-100 Puławy
tel. (81) 886 44 44
fax (81) 887 44 44
mob. 664 116 658
e-mail: recepcja@trzykorony.com

www.trzy-korony.com

X

X

X
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Museum

X
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ul. Zamkowa 24, 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel. 81 882-50-04
jj.wazny@diecezja.lublin
.pl
wawolnica@diecezja.lub
lin.pl

WĄWOLNICA

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Museum is in the lower story of the castle
church built in the 14th century. It was founded in
the year 1995 on the initiative of the Board of
Wąwolnica Friends Society and the parish priest of
that time –Mitered Prelate Jan Pęzioł. The
museum shows rich and interesting past of
Wąwolnica and of the Sanctuary of Our Lady of

X

Health and
beauty

ul. Dęblińska 4D, 24-100
Puławy
tel. (81) 888 22 22, 602
650 177
e-mail:
jerzy.jablonka@amekspert.pl
www.muzeumpomocydr
ogowej.pl

Active

The Puławy Culture Zone 4D runs the Museum of
road assistance, hauling and road rescue. It is the
only such institution in Europe and second in the
world. Besides, it is the only museum of
motorization and technology in Lublin region. The
Museum enriches the tourist offer of our region
and enjoys significant interest of visitors. It is a
very interesting institution with many interesting
and valuable exhibits. The Museum was created
to save unique vehicles and appliances from
oblivion for road assistance and bring closer,
especially to young people, the history of road
assistance, hauling and road rescue, and remind
moving memories to the elderly. The institution
has many wonderful exhibits connected with
Polish road assistance, including the oldest road
assistance vehicle in Poland – Chevrolet Canada of
1943 - participant of the Allied troops landing in
Normandy, as well as the oldest road assistance
car - JELCZ 706 RTO 030 – the so-called
„Cucumber” of 1959. The Museum is open from
Monday to Friday between 8.00 a.m. and 4.00
p.m., otherwise – after it has been arranged.

Educationa

Museum of road
assistance, hauling and
road rescue

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens
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Our Lady of Kębło Chapel in Wąwolnica was built
in the 14th century near the castle, that is the
residential- fortified tower built by King Kazimierz
Wielki. It was the parish church for the town
established at that time on the Church Hill. Since
the 15th century it was developed and created the
chancel of the former St. Adalbert’s church. It
became a chapel again in 1907, when the old
church was demolished and replaced by the
present St. Adalbert’s neo-Gothic temple.
Currently it attracts our attention with the 15th
century figure of Our Lady of Kębło, which is
famous for its graces. In the lower part of the
chapel there is a regional museum. The chapel can
be visited every day after services.

Chapel in Kębło

The Chapel in Kębło is where Our Lady revealed
herself during Tartar invasion in 1278. In 1700 the

X

X

X

X

X

tel. 81 882-50-04
jj.wazny@diecezja.lublin
.pl
wawolnica@diecezja.lub
lin.pl
www.sanktuariumwawolnica.pl

ul. Zamkowa 24, 24-160
Wąwolnica

Produkt lokalny

Our Lady of Kębło
Chapel

X

Acommodatio
ns
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Ul. Zamkowa 24, 24-160
Wąwolnica

Health and
beauty

The church is next to the former castle chapel in
Wąwolnica. It was built of red brick in the years
1907 – 1914 according to the design by Ksawery
Drozdowski in neo-gothic style. In the main altar
there is the figure of Madonna of the turn of the
14th century, called Our Lady of Wąwolnica. In the
year 2001 Pope John Paul II gave it the dignity of
the smaller basilica (basilica minor). The sanctuary
can be visited every day after masses or after it
has been arranged with the custodian on the
phone.

Active

www.sanktuariumwawolnica.pl

Educationa

Kębło. An interesting exhibit is the scale model of
the mediaeval fortified town of Wąwolnica. The
Museum is open every Sunday from May to
November between 2.30 and 4.00 p.m..

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

The Basilica – St.
Adalbert’s church

Description of offer
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Senior citizens

Name

X

That is the former seat of the Chotecki family of
the 15th century. In 1740.the subsequent owners
– the Tarło family, rebuilt the palace according to

Celejów 68 24-120
Kazimierz Dolny
tel.:081-8820449; 81-

X

X

X

X

X
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Special SchoolUpbringing Center in
Kębło named after St.
Francis of Assisi
24-160 Wąwolnica,
Kębło 7
tel/fax: 081 882 50 11
keblo@top.lublin.pl
www.soswkeblo.net.pul
awy.pl

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The brick mansion was built at the beginning of
the 19th century, rebuilt at the end of the century
by the Rostworowski family. Originally there was
the State Orphanage (from 1947), currently it is
the Special School-Upbringing Center, where
there is the Horse-Riding School. The
Hippotherapeutic Center at the school gives the
possibility of spending time in a pleasant
atmosphere , riding horses,, reveling at the
bonfire – even if the weather is not good .
Horse rides can be arranged on the phone at: 81882-50-11. At the center there is the Association
for Helping and Supporting Development of the
Disabled SZANSA. The Association was established
in order to gain funds for the disabled youngsters.
For that purpose they organize charity balls, fairs
and picnics. On the initiative of the association the
offer of tourism on horseback was created, for the
contemporary, also the disabled, tourist. The
object can be visited during the school opening
hours – between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m..

Health and
beauty

tel. 81 882-50-04
jj.wazny@diecezja.lublin
.pl
wawolnica@diecezja.lub
lin.pl
www.sanktuariumwawolnica.pl

Active

miraculous figure of Our Lady was transferred to
the church in Wąwolnica, and the wooden
church, which was built in the place of
revelations, was demolished. In the 19th century a
chapel was built with the stone, on which the
revelations took place. The current chapel was
rebuilt in 2008. It is available for visitors all the
time.

Educationa

Contact data

Culture lovers

Park-Palace Complex in
Celejów

Description of offer

Nature lovers

The Palace-Park
Complex in Kęblo

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name










"The way of bread taste” – reconstruction
of baking traditional bread connected
with workshops and tasting.
History of the paper mill in Celejów
connected with workshops of making
handmade paper.
History and legends connected with the
palace and its surroundings.
Quests –discoverer’s tourists based on
monuments, historical and sight-seeing
places in Celejów.
Small shop with local products from local
craftsmen.
Picnics combined with
bonfires/barbecues.
Walking and cycling trips through the

X

X

X

X
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X
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Small Paper Mill Celejów
Celejów 72A
Wąwolnica 24-160
695 137 072, 693
533 545
wokolbystrej@o2.pl
www.ekomuzeumlubels
zczyzny.pl/?q=obiekty/m
a-papiernia-celej-w

Health and
beauty

The Small Paper Mill is run by the Regional Revival
and Development Association „Wokół Bystrej” is
located in the village of Celejów. Here is what the
association deals with:

Active

8820449
spzol@celejow.ck.pl
www.spzolcelejow.pl

Educationa

the design by the architect Franciszek Mayer
(Magier), and then it was developed by the
Lubomirski family. In the years 1823-31 the
residence belonged to the Czartoryski family.
Then, in. a., the characteristic neo-Gothic tower
was added. Subsequently the residence came into
the hands of Marcin Klemensowski. In late 19th
century, it was rebuilt after the fire. Currently the
Palace hosts the Independent Public caring and
Curative Institution for the Mentally Ill. The
building can be seen from outside.

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Regional Revival and
Development
Association "Wokół
Bystrej"/”Around
Bystra”/

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

Mill in Celejów –Iłki

The mill from Witoszyn was transferred about
1900 to Iłki. In 1914 it was burnt down by the
Russian troops and then rebuilt. In 1945 it was
destroyed, this time by water and reconstructed
again. Since 1960 it has been fueled by electricity.
Currently, after arranging it on the phone you can
participate in flour making show.

X

X

X

X

X

Celejów 88, 24-120
Wąwolnica
tel. 81 7236197,
607926304.

Ski slope i Celejów
„Ski Sport”

The slope offers two routes of the length of 250
and 300 meters. The slope is artificially lit and
snowed, 2 plate ski lifts are available. The route is
prepared with the use of a snow grooming
tractor. You can take advantage of the bar or take
professional skiing and snowboarding lessons. In
winter season the slope is open every day
between 9.00 a.m. and 10.00 p.m..

Celejów, 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel. 601832001.
www.ski-sport.pl
stok@parexbud.pl

X

X

Recreation Center –
ski lift, swimming
pools „Nart Sport”
Rąblów
Kazimierz Antoń

In winter the center offers taking advantage of
artificial snow-covered, lightened ski slope.
Currently three routes are available, including one
specially prepared for snowboarders. The ski lift is
open every day in winter between 9.00 a.m. and
10.00 p.m. In summer the center invites you for
bathing in pools (every day, between 10.00 a.m.
to 6.00 p.m.).
Attractions of the object:
-ski slope
-volleyball court
-playground
-trampolines

Rąblów 27. 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel. 81 8825500.
biuro@nartsport.pl.
www.nartsport.pl

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Small Paper Mill runs workshops for organized
groups after it has been arranged on the phone.
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loess ravines.
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-swimming pools (a large pool and , 2 paddling
pools for children)
-Jacuzzi
-gastronomy and accommodations.
Organizational issues at: 502-168-054.
Eight-kilometer long professional track for quads,
cross-motorcycles and other off-road vehicles.
1600 meters of the route is the sports section,
designed for competitive sportsmen and those
who like extreme experiences. Motorcycle
competitions are organized on the track.

Stanisławka 4
24-160 Wąwolnica
tel. 694 888 736.
www.motocrossstanisla
wka.pl

"Złota
rybka”/’Goldfish”/ - the
angling ground in
Karmanowice
Tourist Farm „W
Dolinie Stawów”/” In
the Ponds Valley”

„Złota rybka” is a place both for keen anglers and
for those who like to rest near the water. You can
take advantage of the pier and a boat. You can
cook the freshly caught fish on the spot. The
owners also run the tourist farm „W Dolinie
Stawów”. Contact: Elwira and Ryszard Plewińscy
tel. 81-882-53-32, 607-339-564.

Karmanowice 131,
24-160 Wąwolnica
tel. 81 8825332

Tourist Farm and
Horseriding SchoolBogusława Szewczyk

Tourist farm and stud farm owned by Mr. And
Mrs. Szewczyk is on the bank of the river Bystra in
Łąki. The village of Łąki is located between
Wąwolnica and Nałęczów. House number 12 is
opposite the vast paddock. Supervised by the
instructors, you can master horse-riding skills, but
also learn the basis of that sport. The staff
conducts both training courses in jumping through
obstacles and horse rallies. There are a few
charming ravines and hollows in the area, which
can be discovered from a horse’s back. In that
farm, which is open all year round, you can spend
nights and eat well. You can order vegetarian
dishes. Animals – dogs and cats- are accepted by

Łąki 12, 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel. 81 882 52 97

The Stanisławka Quad
Track

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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X

X

the farm host and hostess.
Wooden Architecture
Miniatures Park and
Five Labyrrinths Park –
Celina Sobczuk

Five Labyrinths Park is a park where you can
solve the riddles of plant brain teasers – from the
isiest routes for children in the green grass,
among the native strawberries , through the
labyrinth of beautiful, fragrant roses , to the
charming hues of flower labyrinth. Children will
get prizes here and spend fantastic time on
colorful inflated toys. There is also a gallery of
sculptures, chapels and chapelets , tipi, benches
of experiences, as well as bikes and Nordic
walking sticks rental shop.
Miniature Park – several dozens of exhibits are
collected here. In the scale 1:25, in miniature,
they present what is the most beautiful in the
region.: the charming villas of Nałęczów, famous
buildings of Kazimierz Dolny with the Witkiewicz
architecture, butcher’s stalls in the Small Market,
Kuncewiczówka, the Kazimierz well, the mills on
the river Bystra, the cottages of Męćmierz,the
Puławska Gate, windmills and many other
interesting objects.The owners invite you from
the 1st of May.

Restaurant, Guest
House „Rozanna”

The Guesthouse Rozanna offers its guests : 9 two
and three person rooms with bathrooms and 1 4person suite. The guests can also take advantage
of the restaurant and the bar. You can eat dishes
from all over the world. We offer: wedding
receptions, christening parties and parties on
other occasions. For traveling business persons
we prepared business packages.

ul. 3-go Maja 2 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel. 81/ 88-25-009
797-574-232
info@rozanna.pl
www.rozanna.pl

Research Station

The „Glass Valley” Station in Kębło runs a farm,

Kębło 26

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Rablów 46, 24-160
Wąwolnica,
tel. 605 951 355
www.park-labiryntow.pl
parklabiryntow@sobczuk.pl

X

X

X

Kębło 7, 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel/ fax: 81 882 50 11
keblo.szansa@gmail.co
m

Tourist Farm „Pod
jabłonią”/Under the
Apple Tree - Katarzyna
Siwiec

The Farm is situated within the Kazimierz
Landscape Park in the charming village of i
Celejów. The rich landscape and natural values,
microclimate of almost a spa resort and many
local attractions will satisfy even the fussiest
guests. Additionally, included in “the package
holiday” we provide peace and quiet, space and
freedom, as well as all-year tasting of apples in all
varieties, just like at a real orchard-keepers.

Celejów 35
24-120 Kazimierz Dolny
tel. (81) 88 10 653,
605 608 384,
email:agropodjablonia@
gmail.com
www.podjablonia.pl

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The basic purpose of the organization is
supporting the development of disabled persons
in all domains of life, especially the patients from
the Special School and Upbringing Center in
Kębło, as well as their parents and legal guardians.
To obtain funds for the disabled youngsters
staying in Kębło the Association organizes charity
balls, fairs and picnics. Every year the Association
organizes Charity Balls, the profits from which the
Association designates for subsidizing
rehabilitation holidays , „Green Schools” and trips.
On the initiative of the Association a horse-riding
tourism offer was created for contemporary
tourists, including the disabled.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Association for Helping
and Supporting
Development of the
Disabled SZANSA

Health and
beauty

24-160 Wąwolnica
tel. 506 140 076
lukasfalba@o2.pl
www.facebook.com/Sta
cja-Badawcza-Ekologiiw-DOLINIESZK%C5%81A392285174252101/timel
ine/

Active

you can organize a bonfire or a barbecue, or
thematic workshops, there are services of tourist
guides and there is a herbal shop. All that can be
taken advantage of after previous arrangement
on the phone.

Educationa

„Glass Valley” in Kębło

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers
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Guests can park their cars free of charge on a
fenced, hardened ground. There are also bicycles
and attractions for children. guests can also take
advantage of the 5 ha orchard, as well as a large,
roofed shelter. The object is adjusted to the needs
of disabled persons.
Tourist Farm „Przy
Wąwozie”/At the
Ravine/ – Anna
Antkowiak

The Farm was started up in 2008. On the farm
different varieties of poultry are bred, as well as
animals that can be seen on the pen. The farm has
25 places for guests. The rooms are perfectly
fitted and have sanitary centers. The name came
from the location of the farm in direct vicinity of
beautiful landscape of ravines, excellent for long,
calm walks. The surroundings have a lot of
attractions, you can watch the life of bees or taste
different kinds of seasonal fruit. The host and
hostess offer a large trampoline and a swimming
pool with clean water for children.

The Jewish cemetery
Zarzeka

The Jewish commune cemetery was founded on
the hill on the premises of the Zarzeka village. As
a result of devastation during World War II and in
the period after liberation, until today in the area
of 0,2 ha the only whole macaw was preserved to
commemorate Paltiel, son of Jehuda Schneider,
who died in 1928 and a few fragments of
destroyed tombstones, in. a. a decorated tomb. In
the cemetery – probably in the place where there
was a collective grave there is a contemporary
monument commemorating the victims of the
Mass Murder, with the following inscription: "To
eternal memory of holy Jewish victims from the
settlements of Wąwolnica and Nałęczów,

Karmanowice 4a
24-160 Wąwolnica
info@przywawozie.pl
tel. (81) 710 85 98 , 609
054 893
www.agropokoje.eu

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

murdered by German criminals 23.3.1942 . B.M.
P. Sztamler of Puławy rose from among the killed
ones, asking for saving his life. He received the
killing bullet instead...". There is thick brushwood
in the cemetery. The path that used to lead to the
cemetery is now a part of private property. Access
to the cemetery is possible by the path on the
back of the hill.
Łubinowe
Wzgórze/Lupin Hill/ –
Monika Urbańska

COMMUNE OF PUŁAWY

The guesthouse is located in the village of Łąki
near Nałęczów, fitted with ecological materials,
heated with renewable energy, surrounded by the
beauty of nature, having its own ecological
products. There is a restaurant serving dishes of
European, regional, gluten-free and vegan cuisine
Łubinowe Wzgórze/Lupin Hill/ is a combination of
an extraordinary style and comfort. It has 10
comfortable, spacious rooms with bathrooms, 2
banquet rooms , training halls , playrooms and
meeting rooms. There is also a cottage over the
ravine with a relaxation zone. Each of the rooms is
different and has the name of a positive emotion,
e.g. happiness, joy, etc. The pastel colors of walls,
wooden furniture, linen curtains or plants – they
create an unusual atmosphere. The guesthouse is
surrounded by loess ravines, fields and forests.
Attractions and additional services: Russian bath,
massages, relaxation zone, billiard, shovehalfpenny, wonderful walking and cycling routes,
a bonfire place, bike and Nordic-walking rental
shop.

Łąki 45a, 24-160
Wąwolnica
tel.: 512 371 309
fax: 81 882 02 79
email: recepcja@lubinow
e.pl
biuro@lubinowe.pl
www.lubinowe.pl
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ul. Folwarki 3
24-100 Puławy
Tel. 81/881 30 22;
81/881 39 06

X

X

St Florian and St.
Catherine’s Parish
Church in Gołąb

The St. Florian and St. Catherine’s Church was
built in the northern Renaissance style in the
years 1626-1638. Inside there is a 17th century
pulpit, baptismal font of 1598 and a baroque
organ. The church can be visited after contacting
the parish on the phone.

ul. Folwarki 3
24-100 Puławy
Tel. 81/881 30 22;
81/881 39 06

X

X

St. Adalbert’s Church in
Góra Puławska

The construction works were started in 1768. The
church was founded by Duke and Duchess
Czartoryski. The oldest fragment of the initial
decorations is the door to the treasury of 1776.
Visiting- after arrangement on the phone with the
parish.

ul. Kościelna 16
24-100 Góra Puławy
tel. 81/880 56 66
parafia.gorapulawska@p
oczta.fm
www.swwojciechgorapu
lawska.wordpress.com

X

X

Museum of Untypical
Bicycles in Gołąb

The Museum of Untypical Bicycles located in the
village of Gołąb is the only such museum in
Europe. Here untypical bicycles can be tried out ,
which are designed and created by the owner and
custodian. The visitor can personally try out the
bicycles and a jinriksha. The museum is open for
visitors from 1st April to 31st October on all days
of the week from. 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m..you
can visit the Museum any time, if you arrange it
on the phone.

ul. Puławska 1
tel. 601 81 45 27
muzeumrwoerow@gmai
l.com
www.muzeumrowerow.
pl

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The building was erected in the first half of 16th
century as a replica of the Holy House in Loreto.
The Holy House is what we call the original walls
of Virgin Mary’s House in Nazareth transferred to
Loreto in Italy. The monument in Gołąb is one of
the most interesting and the most beautiful
replica of the House in Loreto which were built in
the world. The House can be visited after
contacting the Parish on the phone.
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The Loreto House in
Gołąb

Health and
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Bajka Stable in
Leokadiów

The stable invites children, young people and
adults for horse riding lessons, trips around the
area in a cart, hippotherapy, walking on
horseback and renting a cart. Opening hours:
Monday: closed, Tuesday-Friday: 1.00 p.m. – 8..00
p.m., Saturday: 9.00 a.m. -8.00, Sunday: 12.00 –
8..00

Leokadiów 9A
24-100 Puławy
tel. 508 099 826
www.stajniabajka.pl
email: stajniabajka@gmai
l.com

Kayak and Canoe Rental
Shop Ka - Jak Kamil” -

„Ka Jak Kamil” is a professional firm organizing
kayaking and canoeing, as well as renting tourist

Kol. Góra Puławska 1
24-100 Puławy,

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny
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Faunistic and water nature reserve, created in
1987. The main object of protection is
preservation of the gray heron hatch stand. Here
you can encounter the bittem white-tailed eagle,
lesser spotted eagle little crake, white-winged
tern. Also cranes and grey lag geese, and in the
nearby alder carr – the eagle owl . that is a
perfect place for bird lovers.

X

Health and
beauty

X

Active

Czapliniec –Nature
Reserve near Gołąb

X

Educationa

It was founded in the 19th century . Currently it is
the walking and recreation area with a complex of
sports fields and a playground. After it has been
revitalized, it became a walking and recreation
area, ideal for resting with your family. In the
Bronowice park there is a tulip tree (
Liriodendron tulipifera). The species comes from
Northern America and has been known in Poland
since late 18th century. In the old days it was
planted as ane exotic „gem”, decorating parks
and palace gardens . When you are in Bronowice,
you should also pay attention to the ancient,
metal cross standing near the entrance gate to
the former mansion complex , dated for 1850. The
palace can be seen only from outside.

Culture lovers

Manor –Park Complex
in Bronowice

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
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X
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WOJCIECHÓW
The Arian Tower

The tower is located in Wojciechów . It was built
in the first half of the 16th century, as the only
object in Lublin region of defensive-residential
type of gothic-renaissance style. Its name was
given to it by its owners. In1910 it was granted to
the Society Protecting Monuments of the Past.
Rebuilding, supervised by Jan Koszyc-Witkiewicz,
was interrupted by wars. Finally, the thorough
renovation was finished in 1970s, according to the
design by Tadeusz Augustynek. Currently, the

Gminny Ośrodek Kultury
24-204 Wojciechów
Tel./fax. 81 517 72 10,
81 517 76 22
gok@agroturystyka.pl
www.gokwojciechow.pl

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

The reserve was created in1998, located in
Zagórki forestry of joint area of 203.05 ha. It was
formed as a result of water lifting on the Duży
Pioter stream. Rare plants occur on the premises
of reserve, such as: marsh tea, lily of the valley,
anthericum, bladder wort and buttercup. Among
water plants an assemblage of polygorum and
hornwort was formed. The highest natural values
are accumulated in the lake itself, which is one of
the most precious water-swamp fowl refuge in
the whole Lublin region. Blue cycling route goes
through the reserve (Puławy - Gołąb - Piskory
Reserve - Bałtów – Puławy) 30 km long.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Nature Reserve , the
Piskory Lake

Health and
beauty

tel. 604 644 695
www.kajakkamil.pl

Active

equipment –kayaks and canoes. You can take
advantage of kayaking instructor services . The
route starts in Janowiec and ends in Góra
Puławska, Length: 14,1 km. Kayaking can be
organized in some other place, with transport.
Kayaking trips start every day at 9.00, 12.00, 3.00
p.m..

Educationa

Kamil Cieślak

Culture lovers
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Nature lovers

Description of offer
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town hosts the Communal Culture Centre ,
Forgery Museum, Regional Museum of
Wojciechów, Communal Public Library and Polish
Blacksmiths Association. The tower can be visited
every day between 10.00 a.m. and 5.00p.m.. It is
closed on Sundays from October to April.
Forgery Museum in on the highest story onf the
Arian Tower, was founded in 1993. It has a
collection of more than 1000 exhibits of domestic
and foreign forgery art. There are, among others,
elements of old forge equipment, functional
products and exhibits of artistic forgery. Unusual
exhibits attract our attention: the iron chastity
belt, mediaeval weapons replicas, fruit epergne
made by a woman or a sun-dial. The museum is
open between 10.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. every
day. It is closed on Sundays between October and
April.

Gminny Ośrodek Kultury
24-204 Wojciechów
Tel./fax. 81 517 72 10,
81 517 76 22
gok@agroturystyka.pl
www.gokwojciechow.pl

X

X

X

X

Regional Museum

The Regional Museum was founded in 2004 on
one of the Arian Tower floors. Here you can see a
miniature model of a mediaeval emplacement, as
well as exhibits from archaeological excavations in
Wojciechów, as well as fully equipped interior of a
cottage from Wojciechów of 1920 – 1930 , as well
as Folk Art Gallery. The Museum is open every day
between 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. It is closed on
Sundays from October to April.

Gminny Ośrodek Kultury
24-204 Wojciechów
Tel./fax. 81 517 72 10,
81 517 76 22
gok@agroturystyka.pl
www.gokwojciechow.pl

X

X

X

X

Museum of Minerals
The Hipolit Mill

The Museum of Minerals was founded upon the
river Bystra in ‘the Hipolit Mill” from 1937.Private
collection of 2000 unusual exhibits was made
available for visiting.. Here we can see, among
others, different varieties of blue salt, 40 kg lump

Nowy Gaj 18a,
24-204 Wojciechów
tel. 81 723 75 72,
505 288 292
Tel/Fax. (0-81) 72 375

X

X

Forgery Museum
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X

X
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St. Theodore’s Church

The temple, surrounded by a brick fence (wall)
stands on a small hill among lime trees and
maples in Wojciechów. It was built in 1725 . The
founder of this larch church was Teodor
Orzechowski – the owner of Wojciechów, who
was converted from Calvinism to Catholic faith .In
the wooden main altar there are the pictures of
Our Lady of Incessant Assistance of 1836 , of St.
Gaetano and St. Theodore. The altars are
decorated with cordovans – dyed leathers
intensely decorated with punched, gilded and
painted patterns. Visiting is possible after

St. Theodore’s Roman
Catholic Parish Church in
Wojciechów
24-204 Wojciechów
j.halasa@kuria.lublin.pl

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Wojciechów 153,
tel. 81 517 73 05,
691 053 403,
czerniec@czerniec.pl
www.czerniec.pl

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Forgery has been functioning in Wojciechów
since 1920, artistic products are made here,
agricultural tools are mended and horses are
shoed. In the side wing of the workshop there is
an imposing gallery of the smith’s products. Every
year in July there are all-Polish forgers’ events in
which Polish and foreign masters of the craft take
part. Arrangements can be made with the owner
on the phone.

Health and
beauty

Roman Czerniec’s
Forgery

Active

72
młynhipolit@poczta.one
t.pl,
www.mlynhipolit.pl

Educationa

of brown coal with visible tree bark and tree-rings,
fossilized fish from before 250 mln years,
meteorites from different parts of the world, or
quick sands from Tanzania moving under the
influence of the changes in magnetic field of the
Earth. A great attraction is showing rinsing and
casting gold, as well as of volcanic eruptions. In
the Hipolit Mill you can spend the night in a room
where some of the walls are covered with ,rocksalt of Kłodawa. You can visit the mill after
contacting us on the phone.
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Nature lovers
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Wojciechów Kolonia
Piąta
tel. 697 198 281
owadolandia@owadolan
dia.pl
www.owadolandia.pl

X

X

X

ZOO in Romanówka

The ZOO Park is located in the village of
Romanówka near Wojciechów.the visitors can see
animals from different continents, also predatorsincluding the lion – king of animals. Walking
through the park , you can watch frolicking
monkeys, make friends with the unique poitou
donkeys, look into the fierce puma’s eye, walk
past the camels, see the galloping antelopes and
different species of deer. Starting from the
smallest deer in the world (the Indian muntjac,
also called the barking deer),through sika and milu
deer to the enormous, grand wapiti deer. There
are also kangaroos, little donkeys, llamas, alpacas,
different species of goats and sheep, including the
rare species – screw-horned goats. Numerous
species of land and water birds , including
crowned cranes, different varieties of pheasants,
ducks, geese, peacocks and black swans. The
inhabitants of our park are also nice, sweet
racoons, strange prickly porcupines, „crumpled

Romanówka 22, tel.
669 190 202,
zoowojciechow@gmail.c
om
zoowojciechow.pl

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

This educational-recreational park gathers more
than 20 replicas of insects of the size of an adult
man is located in Kolonia Piąta in Wojciechów.
Faithfully recreated in great detail, they let us
learn about the world of insects and learn why
they are important and how they serve us. The
park has a didactic path with interesting species
of plants and very well equipped playground. It is
an ideal place for those who are interested in the
world of insects and want to spend time in the
open air. You can book on the phone.
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EducationalRecreational Park
Owadolandia /Land of
Insects/
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Communal Culture Centre is located in the ancient
Arian Tower. The Centre conducts multidirectional activities developing and satisfying
cultural and reading needs of the inhabitants
aiming at reaching the largest possible group of
recipients and commitment to active participation
in culture the basic tasks of Communal Culture
Centre include especially cultural education and
upbringing through art., arousing and satisfying
cultural needs and interests; creating conditions
for developing amateur artistic movement;
propagating folklore and folk handicraft;
collecting and documenting activities connected
with the work of folk groups; enriching the
collections of the Blacksmithing Museum and the
Regional Museum of Wojciechów and making
them available to visitors; organizing
blacksmithing events; protecting and promoting
local culture. The center is open from Monday to
Friday, between 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Communal Culture
Centre in Wojciechów
Tel. 81 517 72 10
81 517 76 22
gok@agroturystyka.pl
gokwojciechow.pl
Communal Culture
Centre in Wojciechów ,
Tel. 81 517 72 10
81 517 76 22
gok@agroturystyka.pl

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Communal Culture
Centre in Wojciechów

The route allows to get acquainted with
blacksmithing from the process of metal melting
up to the making of a horseshoe. The offer is
addressed to school trip groups of teenagers and
children . It includes visiting all the attractions of
Wojciechów, lunch and bonfire.

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

The Route of Iron and
Blacksmiths’ Traditions
of the Region of
Wojciechów

Health and
beauty

horn” Scottish cattle, squirrels, rabbits, an Arctic
fox and others. The zoo is open Monday to Friday
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. , and in Saturdays
and Sundays from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Active

Educationa

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

The Association „Arians
of Wojciechów”

The Association is in Kolonia Piąta near
Wojciechów. The Association leads the local
product center. That is the initiative of women
who have not forgotten the taste of their
childhood. They keep cherishing the traditions
transmitted from generation to generation They
sell local products, which are tasty and healthy
and made according to the cherished recipes, the
event called „Folk party” – organizing events in
folk-climate connected with tasting “Certified
Local Products ”. Selling products and organizing
events is possible after it has been pre-arranged
on the phone.

Wojciechów Kolonia
Piąta 114

X

The tourist farm „Pod Lipami” is in the village of
Palikije near Wojciechów. The guests can occupy 2
rooms (4 accommodations). The farm offers
attractions, which are untypical of rural conditions
– both for active recreation and culture, e.g.
library with press and archival periodicals, music
from old records, watercolor exhibitions

Palikije II 100
24-204 Wojciechów
kom. 603 996 700
kom. 663 522 045
email:
podlipami100@wp.pl
www.podlipami.dybala.

The Art Plantationtourist farm Pod
Lipami”/Under Lime
Trees/ – Krzysztof
Dybala

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

X

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Wojciechów 153
24 - 204 Wojciechów
e-mail:
czerniec@czerniec.pl
tel: (81) 517 73 05
mob. : 665 491 022
www.czerniec.pl

Health and
beauty

This tourist farm in Wojciechów offers:
accommodations and boarding (home-made
lunches), feasts at bonfires or organizing
receptions, such as: christenings, First
Communion parties, wedding receptions,
birthdays, name-days, wedding anniversaries ,
integration events, banquets, family meetings. It
can be rented for training courses etc.. Besides,
the guests can take advantage of: steam sauna,
mini-gym (treadmill, stationary bike), playground,
sandpit, slide, swings, trampoline and many other
attractions . The object is open all year round.

Active

Tourist Farm „U
Kowalowej”/At
Blacksmith’s Wife/ –
Danuta and Roman
Czerniec

Educationa

Contact data

Culture lovers

Description of offer

Nature lovers

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

X

X

X

24-204 Wojciechów
www.wojciechowskieari
anki.pl
wojciechowskiearianki@
interia.pl

X

X

X

X

Produkt lokalny

Acommodatio
ns
Meals

Health and
beauty

owners offer bonfires. The guests can also
enjoy home-made victuals.

Active

pl

Educationa

(paintings by the owner of the farm) , etc. The
guests can take part in bike trips, play table
tennis, angle, shoot, etc. In the evenings the

Culture lovers

Contact data

Nature lovers

Description of offer

Families
with
childrenchil
Senior citizens

Name

